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that it was habit. People became
y worry about
PROTECTION AGAINST
sleepy about the s«x..ie time each night
C‘ ' r me? n m i r '...... aaps of human
FIRE FOR MAINE
because they were accustomed to go
"People are making a fuss,
it stock after she and 1 are both gone,
POTATO HOUSES
ing to bed at that time. Others
aeema to me, over this war business,” and though I am not what you call
Rigid precautions against the dam
thought that the sight of the bedroom,
“Inasmuch
as
but
a
small
propor,
aald a young soldier, who has enlist religious, sometimes I think the Power
In a proclamation to the American
ed for the war. “To hear folks talk above is like the farmer, he ships in people President Wilson has designat tion of our people can have the op- , with its couch, coverlets and pillows, age or destruction by fire of the po
it would appear as though it really ferior stock right oif and goes on to ed the week ending June 25 as Red portunity to serve upon the actual , suggested sleep by an association ot tato warehouses of the State of Maine
made a heap of difference fo this something better. Probably this war Cross Week and urged that during field of battle, but all men, women idea. Another declared that indiffer are to be undertaken by Governor Milworld whether people live or die. is needed to clear things up and start the period generous gifts be made to and children alike may serve and i ence was the chief cause. One slept liken with the assistance of the fire
Why, my mother takes on as though another growth. If so, why not take assist the organization in properly serve effectively by making it pos- , on account of the monotony of exis- insurance people of the state. This
the universe would be blasted if any what comes to us and say nothing? caring for the armed forces of the sible to care properly for those who ,en(’e' *le assorted Thus people fell was announced last week after the
at lb,‘ opoia. in church, and chief executive of the state had had
thing happened that I should get kil If it’s my luck to be weeded out 1 nation and the administration of re do serve under arms at home and
j
dozed
over
studies and lectures. Then a conference with Hon. Martin F.
led, for instance; of course she has will, and that's all there is to it. Hu lief.
abroad;
American
the
fatigue
theory was propounded. Bartlett of Waterville, and other inher own personal interest in me; but man life is too cheap to worry much
“And
inasmuch
as
the
The proclamation points out that
what would it matter to the world about it.”
every man, woman and child in the Red Cross is the official recognized ! Pe°Ple slePl t0 rest their fatigued j t r a n c e men interested in the sub
agency for voluntary effort in behalf ; inus* ‘les- sakl the ^dentists.
|ject. A sub-committe has ben named
Whether I live or die?” He was not
Now’, how much of this boyish United States may do their respective
None of these theories, however, consisting of Senator Bartlett, Hon.
hitter as he spoke, but simply matter bravado was surface and how much “bits” by giving, in a spirit of pat of the armed forces of the nation and
i seemed to cover the puestion. It was George E. Macomber of Augusta ami
of fact about it. “Human life is the
struck deep we don't pretend to say, riotie sacrifice, for the maintenance' for the administration of relief;
small
pro«uw,
(uereiure,
uv
virtue
ui
iU
v
ohlvlous that sleep was not i n d u c e d jW. H. Wart of Portland, to represent
cheapest thing in this Country; or
“Now, therefore, by virtue of
but there is the undisputable great of Red Cross work while a small proany other country, for that matter
is
serving
authority
as
President
of
the
United
i
either b>’ habit- suggestion or indiffer- Maine in the work and they are part
fact before us, that nothing is
so portion of the population is
Until the liability laws came on, who
battle.
States
and
President
cf
the
American
j
Pnee- since an animal deprived of |of a general committee of the Naof
cheap as human life. Men themselves, the nation on the fields of
sleep dies after a few days. On the tional Board of Fire Underwriters.
ever heard of a boss fussing over
who raise plants, or cattle or horses The text of the proclamation follows: Red Cross, I Woodrow Wilson, do
Governor Milliken has for sometime
other hand, the fatigue theory did not
anything except whether the machin
hereby
proclaim
the
week
ending
give their entire lives to raising the
been
working on means of safeguard
seem
to
explain
it
any
better,
for
it
ery was taken care of right? If he
June 25, 1917, as Red Cross Week,
“ Proclamation”
standard. Fifty-three thousand dol
ing
the
potato houses against fire and
was
known
that
a
person
might
be
lost a hand he hired another, that was
“Inasmuch as our thoughts as a na during which the people of the United
lars for a bull calf is considered justi
he
has
now
found the desired help in
very
fatigued
and
yet
be
unable
to
go
all; they have some more care now,
fiable if a man has the 53, for the tion are now turned in united pur- States will be called upon to give
the National Board of Fire Under
for there is chance of paying liabili
standardizing of the stock. But who pose towards the performance to the generously and in a spirit of patriotic j to sWp ln fa< t- 111 inany ('ases' a writers, which has realized that this
ties; women fuss all the time over
gives that sum or half of it to stand utmost of the service and duties which sacrifice for the support and main- vory grea( degree of fatigue actually phase of food conservation is one of
their furniture and keeping their
ardize human stock? Whoever works we have assumed in the cause of tenuice of this work cf national need. 11IltertoreH Wlth s]eepclothes up to date, but how much do
• „■
i i-i *
came forward the most important of all.
-Signed)
“WOODROW WILSON. ’ I| .At
r last,
^ one authority
,
and tries to effect the plan of raising justice and liberty;
The National Board has, in fact,
i with the theory that sleep was caused
they ever fuss over their help, if the
those standards knows the discour
,
— _-==r^==rr.-_ ...........
- - -~ —..........==="-=~ |}>y instinct- - the instinct of solf-preproffered its service to the federal
girl has a sick day or the man cuts
agements which come. “Millions for
serration. People felt the desire to |government during the period of the
his Anger? They fuss just because
SLEEP
animals but not a cent for humans," SAYS AMERICA NEEDS
sleep, he explained, just before thev ; 'var. Much valuable information has
it puts their plans out, that is all. A
has met many a person trying to
SACRIFICE WAR WILL BRING How long do you sleep? This is al- reached the end of their energy—just j already been furnished regarding city
man will worry over his stenographer
raise funds for milk stations, for dis
water systems, storage warehouses
If she is sick because he hates to get
trict nurses, for sanitary homes, and . . r z v r . : :
~
r . , - r r iexhausted.
.... ....................................................
and lists of classified industries. All
used to another; not because he is
so on. It is true that we waste hu pie to the spiritual exaltation (level- " 1(h
,r”m •
«<•»*»
This is about as near as anyone has 'the field men and engineers in the
specially anxious over her personally;
man life even as we protect other in oped in European warring nations, «° a nervo" s breakdown. By your anever come to solving the question.al- employ of the fire insurance companies
a farmer makes ten times the fuss
dustries, and the young soldier had Henry P. Davidson, chairman of the '“" 'er hc <an te" mnrf’ al,out y o u though physiological theories have ! and their organization as a bureau of
over a sick hog he will over a sick
j your eonstitutlon. disposition and
but imbibed the trend of the times. Red Cross war council, says.
appeared thick and fast. One of these j informatnion and investigation have
wife.
Why fuss over a man, or a million
“I wish for no ill.” he said, “hut 1 power ot reaistance-tban he could
was that sleep was caused by
the ! aI*° been offered to the government,
’ “Just the other day I saw in the
men, more or less, he says, when high hope and pray that whatever may he by 20 olher questions
thyroid gland in ihe neck. The blood j The eommitte in charge of Maine
paper where a man paid over $53,000
er standards are in the balance?
needed to arouse us to a sense of sac-1 bor ‘nsta,1' '‘. if you sleep too much,
for a little bull calf; if he should give
from the brain was supposed to accu at the conference with Governor Mil
rifice
and cleanse us from our sel-, you are likely >° be a n e m i c , phlegliken outlined its program as aiming:
five thousand for the security of the
fishness will come to us.”
ma,lc’ lethargic, with more fat than mulate in this gland and cause people
lives of babies born in his town that
Palm Once Man’s Support.
,
.
, , ,
! muscle. Your organs, including vour to go to sleep, but this theory was , at conservation and protection against
doubt if , . _
. , .
4
. V.
Before men learned to carve Intel Mr. , Davison expressed
year the news would go all over the
„
i orain. are apt to be a trifle inactive soon shattered by the fact that persons I fire of food supplies, including potato
f
4 .
world as a most generous, most un ligible marks on rocks or make sym more than one per cent of Americans
, 1 from lack of the proper amount of use. who had had this gland removed slept \ warehouses, elevators, grain and flour
that we are today not only
,
expected, most remarkable thing. He bolic figures out of metal, necessity— „realize
, ,
. . .
, •On the other hand, if vou sleep too as soundly as before. Inasmuch as ! mills, cold storage plants, plants for
the principles upon which little, you
„ are certain
, . to
. he
, nervous, the brain seemed to undergo the great- ! storage of coal and wood, fertilizer
had a perfect light to spend his mon that unsurpassed discoverer, had di fighting for
,
,,
,lean rather than est change of all the organs during j work. Saw mills and lumber storage
ey on calves if he wanted to; no one rected them to so many uses for the our republic was founded, but for our i hysterical, restless,
palm that every part of the plant was
.
. . ..
disputes that, but he did it to improve made to serve some useful purpose. very existence.”
muscular, and your organs, including sleep, this has been the center of most [Plants, piers and wharves, storage of
stock which he had, of course. Let Food and drink, fuel and shelter, cloth
I w°ol and cotton and other manufacPeople of England and France also your brain, will be in a constant state investigation. Sleep was said to be
.. |
a pdrson go to that extent to improve ing and implements of various kinds, were slow to change their idealsearly 0f fatigue, and your power of resist caused by a flow’ of blood to the brain; [ tures local to the State of Maine, or
human stock and he would be called were Ingeniously provided in various in the war, he said, but
a flow of blood out of the brain; by such as may be stored here.
now "it ance to disease is below par.
a faddist, a fool, in plain language. ways from different parts of this re seems as if their affection and regard
The eommitte is making plans for a
The average person should sleep at the enlargement of the brain and the
We don't fuss over human stock that markable plant. As the more aggres for mankind had immeasurably in-1j east eight hours out of the 24. He diminishing of the brain—all of which thorough co-operation in this work
way; we let anything and everything sive races of people from the temper creased. They seem to he without may get along with less than that theories turned out to be fallacies. between State and local authorities in
happen, because life is the cheapest ate zones introduced their systems into malice or design, envy or jealousy, for a short stretch, and with more After that, the nerve cells began to the elimination of fire hazards.
A
the palm-crowned equatorial sands, the
thing there ipcampaign
for
cleanliness
will
be
wag
attract
attention,
then
the
eyes
and
without
sordid
ambition—to
be
living
than
that
for
a
longer
stretch,
but
"And that’s just the condition about native Moors, sachems and Indian on a higher and better plane. Even the average to be maintained is eight, the digestive organs and the blood ed in every city, town and village in
hosts were scattered, and with them
this war; the slaughter that some folks perished the wonderful skill ln making with their terrible sorrow and suffer- in the case of men of creative ability, vessels.
the state.
talk about is terrible, terrible of the palm serve every want of man.
.Now the cause of sleep is as myste
ing they seem to be stronger and nine hours of sleep is not too much,
course, but what of it, after all? It’s
surer and more content to meet whatWhenever anything is said about rious as ever, but a great deal of data
ROADBOOK A. A. A. 1917
for the propaganda of theories and of
ever may be given them to meet.
the amount of sleep required by the has been accumulated on the changes
The
Maine Automobile Road Book
conditions that will better stock by
Productive Years and Others.
L
‘n ' '*..... ..............JT" “ 'T'*
“The process of fire which has thus human animal, someone immediately that take place in the body during
.
j
for
191
1
. issued annually by the Tourand by, isn’t it? And why not kill off
Insurance men have figured out that purified them has been for our at- comes forward with the case of the sleep. It is well established, for in
ing
Bureau
of the Maine Automobile
a few hundred millions if the next the most productive years of men’s count as well as their own. I hope sleepless Bonaparte, and Mr. Edison stance, that the brain does diminish
hundred millions will be better for it? lives are those between the ages of you will not think me an idealist; J to prove that eight, hours of sleep is in size and become pale when a per Association, 12 Monument Square,
Portland. Maine, is now ready for dis
A farmer, to go back, doesn't waste thirty and forty-five; that the danger was never m ore practical in
my really quite too much. But it is well son is asleep. The respiration is
any time in bringing up inferior stock line for reverses begins at the age of thought. It is perhaps an appreciu- to remember that Napoleon died a changed th“ inspirations are long tribution and the Association feels
etxtremely jirotid 01 its sixth annual
if he knows anything. He ships it forty; that 75 per cent of men at that
age have setbacks; that after reaching i G°n of this that has caused me to go comparatively young man and That er and tin1 expirations shorter. The edition. This year's hook numbers
right off to slaughter and goes on fifty years only one man out of each : to the Red Cross, for I firmly believe Mr*, Edisr
of the body decreases
has reached the age tempera t ur
nearly Tm pages and is nearly one
trying to better his remaining herd. f>,000 can recover his financial footing, j that through the Red Cross we can where five
in Whimr falling tu a
six h o u r s of .-deep i- all 1 ' i n ’! d
hundred pages irgef than the 1916
When a machine doesn’t give the while at the age of sixty. 35 per cent [not only render a service to the people that C ne
ary.
Jou.-r
■ ! iia:i in Summer The
i-Hie
which led the record uj> to that
service it ought it goes to the scrap o£men are dependent upon their daily ;«f 0ur Allies to those who arc todav
niiu m dioxide eiiminamd
Prosj,p>nf Wi)s,,n loops from niic un unit
time.
heap and better is provided. It's for earnings or on their children or some j fightinK for ns. . hut W(
can
>ring' to hw hour.- of tin M. and ox i'!’“s;.. :s b‘s< during sh-e;*. I ligc-tiun is not
T h e s e o |) e i d the hook
has been
the raising of the standards, you see, one else for support.
forcefully to our own people a sense dent Roosevep regularly sleej eight Retarded. It is r, ,dl net in go to bed great ly enlarge)
and
it
now
covers
not
both of their obligation and of their hours, whi 1“ William .Jennings Brva n until tin- dige-ti \e proees* j* going onlv Maim- comjdctely,i in fact no oth
ierward however, which is usually
opportunity, and 1 am
optimistic sleeps from nine to ten hours.
e r volume can anywhere near comjjare
*
M’tcn an hour to an hour and a half
enough to believe that the men and
Sleep occupies a third of our
with it in this territory), but this year
after dinner The fa-u That digestion
women of this Country will, in a not istence and should therefore be
.
.t
has been enlarged to include also
far distant day, rejoice in sacrifice-- titled to some attention; it has a large goes oil effeetivelv during sjoep is so the principal arteries of travel in all of
in real sacrifice -and demand that influence on our physical welfare, and, well established that in cases where
'the New England States and all of the
the Red Cross shall carry to
the there is still a great deal to be dis peope have died in the night, the time
j main automobile routes in Canada
peoples then living of all our Allies covered concerning its various pheno- of death is calculated in an autopsy
j from Montreal away east through
the heartfelt appreciation of
what mena. From the days of Aristotle, by the extent to which the person's to the jrrovinces of New Brunswick
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
t
they have done for us, and express the subject of sleep has had a fasina- food is digested.
and Nova Scotia. The book will carry
The principal tact brought on' by
such appreciation by every possible tion for poets, philosophers, phvseolo{the tourist from Washington, D, C.,
aid and support within their power gists and hygienists, but it is
only scientific investigations, however, is i Philadelphia, and New- York, to
Our fresh made goods have the “ pull” and always are W to send.”
within recent years that the psvcholo- that while sleej) is the great remedy I Halifax, N. S.
Its Western limit is
^
— .... .................................. repeaters----------------------------------- ^
----------------------gist has entered the field and joined for fatigue, it is not wholly caused by I Albany. N. Y. .its Southern limit is
the forces with the physiologist to it. In exjierinients made upon ani j Washington, I). ('., its northwestern
mals, separate tests were made to
To Improve One’s Work.
th(' lnystery
sb'“l>
j limit is Montreal. P. Q., its Northern
It is a good idea to hold a little con-. What causes sleep'.’ Was the first distinguish between sleep from fatigue j limit is Quebec and the North Shore
%
"
i s ferenoc with yourself before you start question to be taken up by the scion- and simp without fatigue. Experi of the St Lawrence River, and it goes
ments ivi-re recently made by a noted
ia
We have a Special Sale of Home Ma d e C a n d i e s E* In the day's work, and plan every de- tists.
ins far East as Halifax and the Land
physiologist R. ;.egendre. connected
tail of your work. When the day is
4l .
over and your work is done, take inlo
lls
thf‘ie w-u-,. nu- with the Smithsonian Institute fp- of F\ange]jrie
ventory of what you have done, see morous answers allcorrect s o
far a s proved that lark of sleep develops a ! The famous Pine Tree Tour is still
|a feature of the book ar.d it also in
what
you
have
omitted
uud
what
you
,bey
wtint,
but
wholly
inadequate,
>oxic fluid in the brain, which would
3
have done poorly.
Some authorities were of th*' opinion produce sleepiness when injected in a cludes tin- widely known Ideal Tour
|I’he majority of the routes are given
fresh and vigorou-. animal.
;in both directions. The hook has 25
From thi- if became aj)j>arenf that
<ity and town street majis, new’ illus
the human aniimc. as well a< the dog,
trations, new and complete indexes;
[has something within his body, quite
a’n] features of special value are the
|separate and distinct from fatigue,
new automobile, fish, and game and
'that induces slecji .Just what it is
other imjiortant laws enacted by the
|science has yet to discover. Wit at.
Maine Legislature which was in ses
i science does know, however, is the
sion this year. Other features are
I.
harmful effect of too much sleep, and new maps covering every ro :* : in
the still more harmful effects of in the book.
Our ripe experience in the Jewelry Business enables
somnia
The 1917 volume is handsomely
Many of the nervous disorders for bound in a waterproof (over and is
to keep our stock of Rings right up-to-the-minute.
which the Amerman people are fa completely filled with information
mous are due to the fact that they of interest and of great value to the
We have the largest line of Rings ever shown in town—
starve their systems of sleep. It is motorist touring not only in Maine
estimated
that seven out of every ten but throughout the Northwestern
a handsome lot of new designs in Engagement
people in the United States are trou United States and Eastern Canada.
Rings just received.
bled with insomnia at some time dur
ing their lives. The terrors of in
somnia are therefore well-known. The
She Joined the Callers.
Diamonds are our specialty and our experience is at
Chinese used to punish criminals by
There was a wayward, rebellion®
your service in making a Diamond selection.
keeping them from sleeping, and of all and charming congressional creature
the tortures it was dreaded the most. who. as the fateful hour njiproaohed
Thus, the moral of this story is to when she was to hc "at home," sud
We also have a beautiful lot of Maine Tourmalines,
sloej) enough, and regularly. When denly jmt on her hat and bolted, panicyour physician .asks you how long you stricken, around the block. But when,
(not colored glass)
sloe]), don't te]J him you don't know’ forcing herself to jam's her house
again, sin* saw a grouj> of holies ring
that sometime^ you sleej) six. some ing her doorbell, she impulsively Joined
See our new arrivals of Gold Neck Beads and the
time- 1] hours. lie will expec1 to them and went m. W a s she not like
find all son-, of things the matter with I them, a eongrvssma n's wife, with a
“ EaTausca” Pearl Necklaces.
your health if you do, and In- will [ right to c a l l anywhere, even upon her
ju'obaldy not he disappointed.
As J self? They sat down and while wait
one jdiysjcian says: “We find no ing for the 11os t ess, chatted agreeably.
In fact if there is a n y t h i n g n e w i n , e w e I r v
"lass of jiatienls so difficult to treat ; And when, at the end of it. the callers
suecessfuly even for mere functional j begun to comment wonderingly uj)on
derangement -. as the habitually sleep- | the continued absence of tin1 lady of
the house, our heroine smiled enigmat
less."
ically; "I don't believe," she said,
"we had any of us lad ter wait tiny
JE W E L E R AND
How Some Arguments Are Won.
longer for her. I hear”—-she paused
O PT O M ET R IST
Conservatories
H igh St.,
“Kerne men kin alius convince you and spoke with meaning—“I hear she's
in an .. unient," said Uncle Eben, “be very odd 1” She arose, and the other
cause (ley's got seech a fine flow of ladles with her, and she went with
MARKET SQUARE
HOULTON, ME.
language dat no matter whut dey says, them to call on another congressman’s
Jrou’s afraid to talk back.”
wife.
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Something New in Candy Every Week ^
“The T a s te L in g ers”

^

™ -------------- ery Saturday------------------- ?

I f you want the best in Garden Seed

Try Chadwick's

RINGS

Ohadwick’s Lawn Seed is an ideal
m ixture for your Lawn.
If your Lawn needs a fertilizer try
OHADWIOK’S S p e c i a l L a w n
Fertilizer...............................................

Al l K i n d s of
Garden Seed

Chadwick, Florist
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New Limerick still survives him The Lcuum. a few days last week.
death rniove4 him
Deceased was a graceful manner eliciting applause
Eight‘ -three Lite*ton young me* young man >* a hap^y, cheerful di- J from rue class, who Look it all goo '.
funeral services were held in the
Corner Church, on Mondav afternoon, registered on Tuesday, June 5, for the |position, always ready to greet his j naturedly.
Rev. C. T. Clark, of Houltv.ii, officii > coni'.g draft.
The registering was ! friends with a smiling face and the | The orations by Geo. Gumming,
done at the Town hall, by R. E. Hone. I friends and neighbors will sorely miss ! Lawrence Blake, and Donald Stuart
I ing.
j Mrs. Joe Green died at the home of town clerk, assisted by Mrs. R. E. j him. especially in the musical part. 1 were masterpieces and deserved the
as he was always willing to help. He I hearty spontaneous applause given.
ers illness of his mother, Mrs. Susan ' her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Saw- Hone.
McGuire.
yer on Wednesday, June 13th, at the
The delegates
who attended the was thirty-two years old and leaves j The scholarship parts, the Salutatory
Mr. Harry Stewart is driving a newr
Miss Helen Bliss, who is home from ! age of 33 years. Mrs. Green leaves United Baptist Quarterly meeting from i to mourn besides friends and relatives ! and Valedictory by Miss ChainberMitchell.
her school in Springvale, for the sum to mourn her loss a husband, a little this town, held at Hodgdon, last'week, a sorrowing mother, who has but latelylain and Miss Hanson, respectively,
Mr. Henry Shields has purchased
mer, was calling on relatives and daughter Lois, 2 years of age, a fath were: Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Tracy, Mr. j lost her heuband. He has three broth- |showed thought in preparation and
• Ford car.
er, mother, 3 sisters, Mrs. Chas. Ly and Mrs. J. A. Robinson and Mr. and 'ers, James, Thomas and William of were well given.
friends in town last Friday.
Mr. Rufus B. Young is visiting with
ons
of Houlton, Mrs. Oscar Porter of Mrs. Frank Griffith.
.Union Corner, besides two sisters.
The class ode was written by Miss
Mr. Chas. McGuire of New Hamp
relatives in Iowa.
West
Sebois
and
Mrs.
Garfield
Bur
Forty-five
members
were
present
-M
rs.
Frank
Turney
of
Union
Corner,
Ruby
Bull and it was a good one.
Mr. Faud Eastman was in Bangor shire spent several days here last ton, also two brothers, Isaac and Ed on Saturday evening at the regular ' N. B.. and Mrs. Tyler Irven of HoulIn presenting the diplomas Mrs.
week with his mother Mrs. Susan Mc
several days last week.
win Sawyer of this place. Mrs. Green session of Littleton Grange.
Five ton The funeral took place at the Seth Thornton, chairman of the school
Guire, returning home, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Rhoda attend
has been a great sufferer since last candidates were instructed in the Union Church, June 13. interment was board, praised the class for the work
Miss Willa Stewart left last Satur
ed the funeral of Mrs. Joe. Green last
October, but was patient and kind third and fourth degrees. The Grange made in the cemetery here. Rev. T it had done. She also told the public
day
for 10 days at Makonikey Camp,
Friday.
through it all. choosing as her fun voted $25 to the Red Cross Auxiliary. P. Williams officiated at the service. that the class Jived up to its motto,
Mrs. Steve McGuire spent last Fri Vineyard Harbor, Mass., as a dele eral text, Philippians 1-23. Services Refreshments of ice cream and cake Many flowers showed the esteem in
“Economy First," and that the girls
day and Saturday in Houlton with gate for the Y. W. C. A., from Ricker. were held at the home of her parents were served at the close of the meet which he was held.
had made their dresses for gradua
relatives.
A party was given Mr. Karney Bates on Friday. Mrs. W. W. Carver offi
ing.
tion at an average cost of less than
Mr. Ray Adams of Patten was here on last Thursday night at the home ciating. There were many beautiful
The many friends of Rev. Ada F.
LUDLOW
three dollars each. She also called
lest week to see his mother, Mrs. of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Geo. floral offerings. A host of friends Miller, a former resident, and for three
Fred White has enlisted and don attention to the fact that their class
Bates. Mr. Bates has enlisted and sympathize with the mourning ones.
Murray Adams.
years the beloved pastor of the F. B. ned the khaki uniform.
printing was done in town and not
Mrs. James Bragdon of Smyrna will go to Bangor the first of the
Church of this town, were deeply
Hastings McGowan has sold his sent away to engravers at a big cost.
Mills, is visiting with her daughter week.
greived to learn of her death at Crys driving horse to James Longstaff.
The following is a complete roster
Mrs. Martha, wife of Mark Tuell,
Mrs. Nellie Adams.
tal
on
Thursday.
June
7.
The
sym
Mrs.
Rachel
Longstaff
visited
at
L
of
the class.
Schools in town closed June 15, for
pathy of the entire community goes L. McGowan s for a few days last
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Bennett, of Houl of this town, died on Saturday, very the summer.
Margaret Warren Hanson. Lucy
ton, were in town, Monday, to attend suddenly as the result of a shock,
Elizabeth Chamberlain, Dorothy Grant
Geo. Tingley has purchased a new out to the bereaved husband and week.
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JACKINS SETTLEMENT
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teacher Class No. 5, Alta Tracy.
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Free Baptist Church. Jackins Settle
ment. Preaching bv Rev. N C. M.
A fine boy arrived at the home of Melanin. Everybody welcome.

Also Stock of Repairs

EAST HODGDON

Mr. and Mrs. Fred London, June 11.
Rev. Thomas Whiteside will preach
at the Union Church next Sunday.
June 24.
Miss Vina Mildred of Ludlow,
the past week with her sister
•,
*
Dora Smith
.Mrs. Arlh in Hovey of Cary,
a few days i last week with
j Fred London.

spent
Mrs.

ANTI-SUFFRAGE

Mrs. Henry Preston WhRe of Brook
line, Mass., the Anti-Suffrage organi
HODGDON
zer, will he in Houlton, June 27 and
The Ladies Aid of the IT. B. Church will speak at 8.15 at the Congrega
will hold an ice cream sale at the Old tional vestry.
Church. Friday evening, June 22.
Mrs. \\ bite is a most entertaining

H.

qier.t
Mrs.

H.

S.

GRADUATION

( i ie of the prettiest, most faseinating and inspiring graduation exereise s ever held in Houlton was witMrs, John Mart ley of Oakville, N.
n
e s - ed at the High School auditorium.
B. is spending a few weeks with her

speaker and lias been interested in
the organization of tilts work for a
number ot years, so that every woman
in Houlton should plan to attend.
Mrs. White would like to meet., in
formally. the ladies tit 2 p. m.. at tho
tea room.
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NOT ENOUGH CHILDREN
Kerosene
Don*tplfece d e p o s i t

9-18
o n a n y T r a c t o r b e f o r e s e e i n g C a s e . ’’ B e t t e r s a f e t h & .n s o r r y f

CARLOAD FOR JAM ES PEA B O D Y
F . H . G r e & n e y , F i e l d M g r ., B o x I ! 5 , P r e s q u e I s l e , M a i n e

ever receive the proper balance of foesi
to sufficiently nourish both body and
brain during the growing period* when
nature's demands are greater than in
mature Mfe. This is shown in so manypale faces, lean bodies, frequent colds,
and lack of ambition.
For all such children we say with
unmistakable earnestness: They need
Scott’s Emulsion, and need it now. It
possesses in concentrated form the very
food elements to enrich their blood. It
changes weakness to strength; it makes
then,. sturdy and strong. No alcohol.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
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Smart Style Clothes
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lass that
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$10.00, $12.00, $15.00, $16.00
$18.00, $20.00, $22.00, $25.00

gone out.
P wa> a

W ond erful Show ing

S m a r t S ty le S u its for th is Season.

T h ere

a n d go in o u r new S u m m e r S u its

th a t

a r e lo o k in g for.

Eva May Seamans
say. Belgium in the War
William Lawrenct Blake
Prophecy
Dorothy Grant Mitchell
kimascus
High School Choni'
-ay. The \dam son Law
Donald Wellington Stuart.
Presentation of Gift'
Anah Doe Champeon
Wiledictorv
Margaret Warren Hanson
Conferring of Diplomas
( ’lass Ode
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!
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and women
Nazaire Marabj udicated
themselves proud. re- oni'- *v :-"U v\U' 11i1>
perform db
hu-knipt; and that th- first
meeting
fleeting great credit upon their in o! their creditor.' will D iic!d at
the
stirred up pardonable "'h'-e of Hiin .ti B. Vad ill Houlton,
Mmotors, and
r
on the 27th day
of .inly
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D.
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tim
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coditoi'
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friends.
cla nis. appoint a trustee, examine the
The decoration.' were artistic, at ile-ir
bi i-bmpt. and i; ansae;
other business
tractive, neat and pleasing. An abund n..*> pii a -a *y : ..;nc oet. :c said meeting.
EDWIN L. VAIL,
ance (if evergreens daintily arranged,
I.* teice in Bankruptcy,
set off with apple blossoms, and the
Dated at Houlton June pi mi7.
class colors, lavender and white, fes
tooned about the auditorium, made a Notice Of First Meeting Of
Creditors
very pretty setting for the day’s pro In the 1bstriet Court of the United States for
the Northern Division of the District of
gram.
Maine. In Bankruptcy.
There were eight speakers on the
1n the matter of
Paul
Martin
In Bankruptcy
program and each did his or her part
Bankrupt.
to perfection. The following is the
To the creditors of sai 1 Paul Martin
program as carried out :
of Eagle Lake in the county of Aroostook,
and District aforesaid, bankrupt.
Mtmic

Children

th e

'

Bankmpt-

Notice is hereby given that on the 12th day
High School Orchestra i.if June A D HUT the said Paul Martin
was duly adjudicated bankrupt ; and that
March
the tirst meeting of his creditors will be held
( ’1a at the office of Edwin L. Van, in Houlton,
Praye r
on the 27th day of July A. D. lffi7. at 10
Rev. T. P Williams o’clock in the forenoon at which time the said
creditois may attend, prove their claims, apMerry June
point a trustee, examine the bankmp; and
High Sshool Girls' Chorus transact such other business as may prof*erly
come before said meeting.
Salutatory
Dated at Houlton, June 12, mi7.
Lucy Elizabeth Chamberlain
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Referee m Bankruptcy.
say.
The Education of Japanese

For Men and Young Men

Mie p rid e ou rselves on

individually

W e h av e b u ilt a re m a rk a b le business
o n

Reliable Goods, Fair Prices
and Square Dealing
W e c a n n o t afford to jeo p ard ize th e w ork o f y ears by

Class

B A N K R U P T 'S

PETITIO N

F C R

D IS

C H A R G E .

In the matter of
i
Fabian Michaud
In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. ‘
To the Hon. (T. akkm i-: H.aj.k, Judge of
the District Court of the United Mates for the
District of Maine.
FA HI AN MICH AID nf Fort Kent
in the County of Aroostook, and State of
Maine, in said District, resentfully repre
sents. that on the 23rd day of Oct., lido last
past lie was duly adjudged bankrupt under
the acts of Congress relating to tiankruptcy ;
that he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said Acts and of
the orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
WtiKUKKotiK hk PiiAVs, That he may
be decreed by the Court to have a full disiiarge from all debts provable against his es
tate under said bankruptcy Acts, except such
debts as are excepted by law irom such dis
charge.
Dated this Rith day of Apr., V. D. 1917.
his

CLASS OFFICERS
President, George Jordan Camming: j
FABIAN X MICHAUD
ma r k
vice president, Margaret Warren Han I
awfor d, J r .
son; secretary. Lucy Elizabeth Cham II IWLi tSn.e s<’s r to
mark
berlain; treasurer, Donald Wellington j
Bankrupt.

sellin g u n reliab le goods.

Knee Suits, the nobbiest styles
and strongly tailored. Lamson & Hub
bard Hats, Earl & Wilson and Wacbusott Shirts, Underwear, Hen’s and Boys’
Pants. Suit Oases, Bags, Auto Robes, etc.

motto Economy First,
colors Lavender and white.
Especially entertaining to the public
were the ('lass prophecy by Miss Mit
ehgll and the awarding of prizes by
Miss Champeon The former predieted a very weird future for some,
but all in fun Miss Champeon t ai
led them out and down in a most
D IFFER E N T

BUT

SA TISFA C TO R Y

uses worry, sick l>-adIndigestion cans
ss, bad breath and conaches, biliousness
stant distress. W A. McRae, Raleigh,
<Ja., writes: “Foley's Cathartic Tablets
cleanse my system thoroughly and do not

la S. Purirgton
HOULTON
Th« 3t«io lii„,cu . 11*17

grip or hurt at all. I find them entirely
satisfactory and wonderfully different
and more pleasant than any other pill."
Sold Everywhere.

I ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
! District of Maine, ss.
On this Rith day of June, A. 1). 1917,
! on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
i Oki *kkki ) bv ruic (o i KT, That a hearing
1be had upon the same on the 27th day of
I July A. D. 1917, before'said Court at Port
land, in said District, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon ; and that notice thereof be publish
ed in The Houlton Times a newsf*aper
printed in said District, and that all known
creditors, and other persons in interest may
appear at the said time and pkue, and show
cans*, if ariy they have, why the prater of
said petitioner should not t>e granted.
A x i l IT IS F l K T I IK I l O

k i

> K 1; KI >

b v

t h e

CoriiT, That the Cleric shall send by mail to
all known creditors eop.es of said petition and
this order, addressed to them at their places
of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable clarence Hale
J udge of the said Court, and the seal thereof
at Portland, in said District, on the liith day
of June A. D. 1917,
fii. s.]
FRANK FELLOWS, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: FRANK FELLOWS, Clerk.
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Capt. Geo. A. Phillips, a brother of
Mr. Edward Pray, Leonard St.,
Mrs.
Bessie Nevers, passed tway in
seriously ill at his home.
Kenora,
Ont., last week, at the age
The Houlton Music Club gave a
of 65.
conc ert in Smyrna Mills, last week.
Ralph Stimson of Masardis, was in THE RED CROSS CAMPAIGN on beds of pain, and the whole of
CAMP ASTLE
town, Friday, to attend the graudaThe National Red Cross has been Europe taken up with hostilities,
The
marriage
of Miss Ethel Astle,
these
are
the
words
of
Wm.
Howard
Miss Vie Carpenter went to Boston tion exercises of the Houlton High in active existence in the United
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. Geo. H. Astle
R««d«ra of tho TIME8 may be a»Taft,
spoken
eight
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School.
States and in all civilized countries
of this town, to Mr. Frederick M.
aurod that Hho large amount of local on Saturday.
to
us
here
in
Houlton.
Dr.
F.
W.
Mitchell
is
having
a
con
for a generation, alleviating suffer
Miss Colbath, Mars Hill, is visit
and Intereating newa which haa been
Give us all you can. Give to James Camp, of Woodstock, occurs this Wed
ing Miss Bernice Rhoda, Leonard St. crete walk built from Main Street to ing where famine, flood or fire or the
publlahed in the paat ia contained in
A.
Archibald, President of our Red nesday afternoon, at the home of the
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. White returned his front entrance on the east side devastation of war, have brought their
thla laaua; but with a view of having
Cross
Chapter. Give to (Carles P, bride's parents, Pleasant St.
horrors to mankind.
last week from an extended trip, of his lot.
an equal amount of live reading mat
A complete description of the wedBarnes,
Chairman of the Finance Com
J. J. Marriott has repaired a por
Johnstown, San Francisco, Galves
ter on all the pages, the appearance south.
Titcomb,
at
ding
ceremony will be given in our
mittee.
Give
to
W.
F
tion
cf
the
Snell
House
stable,
burn
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen Nevers arrived
ton, called, not in vain—and now war
of the paper la somewhat changed
the
Farmer
National
Bank;
give
to
,
next
week's
issue.
for wounds, bloodshed, the agony of the
home from Gardiner, Friday, for the ed last winter, and will use it
thla week, aa K will continue to be in
the
solicitors.
If
you
don't
see
any
garage purposes.
battlefield, the hospital, and worse
summer vacation.
the future.
The interior of the Baptist parson than these, starving, dying children of these, mail vour check. It will be
WASH-OUTS ON B. & A.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Gillin of Bangor
Mtaa Hutchinson, teacher of Englsh
The Bangor & Aroostook met with
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jas age, Leonard St., is being repainted and their heroic mothers in all de- acknowledged in the name of bleed
at the Houlton High School, went to
considerable damage by the heavy
and papered for the occupancy of the vasted Europe call for aid, hospital ing. suffering humanity.
Gillin, on High Street, last week.
her home In Auburn, Saturday.
Cp to the time of going to press down pour of Saturday night and SunAlbert K. Stetson was among the newly elected pastor.
supplies, food, clothing, medicines and
The
A A., has turned the land
The summer schedule of passenger workers.
prominent alumni of Colby to attend
j there has been raised by the South J day. On the river branch, a section
In front of Its station at Presque Isle
, of track three hundred feet long, two
commencement at Waterville last service on the B. & A., goes into effect
The National Red Cross has deter- j Aroostook Chapter $8,000.00.
to that town, to be used for park pur
The
question
has
been
asked,
how
feet deep, and thirty feet wide was
Monday,
June
25th.
Don't
get
left
week.
mined to raise, and AT ONCE, $100-1
poses.
much of this money subscribed, goes washed out. A section of about the
William Davis, sub-master at the next Monday morning.
000,000.00
to
furnish
aid
called
for.
{
Miss Skinner, a member of the Hou 1
We have the Odd Fellows with us
Houlton High School, left here Fri
Major General John J Pershing, o f 1for Red Cross purposes at the front0 same dimensions on the Ashland
ton High School faculty, attended
Mr. H. P. Davidson, chairman of the branch suffered the same fate.
day evening to join his parents in j today. Let us all be sure our visit- our army, is now in France. Thous
commencement exercises at Colby
Large crews of men were sent out
Provincetown.
1ors have a good time, because we all ands of our soldiers are on the ocean, Red Cross war council, informs the
College, last week.
TIMES
that
not
more
than
one
per
to
the various breaks to repair the
The 8th grade scholars enjoyed a want them to come again,
bound for France, if not already there
Eighteen employees of the Bangor
picnic at the Lake, Friday. In the j Hector Carpenter of Co. L. has been American soldiers will be treated in cent, will be absorbed in administra damage done. Trains on the River
A Aroostook subscribed to the Lib
road did not get running until late
evening they all went to the Dream advanced to the grade of 1st Lieut, in French hospitals before this month tion expenses.
erty loan issue, Thursday. Each of
Monday.
A little better work was
for a good time together.
the 2nd Maine Infantry, and trans- is passed. Let munificent America
the number took a $50 bond.
done
on
the
Ashland branch, the pas
Governor
Milliken
has
n
o
m
in
a
l
|‘
e7
ed
to
“
other
company
care
for
her
own.
A GOOD RECORD
D. B. Tlngley, A. E. Mooers, and
senger
train
was not delayed*very
But
not
only
for
our
own.
Eveiy
S Peabody’
tor >h“
Last week $‘1600 was raised in
Howard Webb, went to Caribou, Mon Dr. A. O. Thomas o( Lincoln, Neb., to j
much beyond schedule.
be
State
Superintendent
of
Schools.well-known
Texaco
gasoline
and
d,sounce
of
aid
to
our
allies,
renders
Woodstock for the over seas Y. M. C.
day, to attend a meeting of the Ar
serving his customers by their seasoned troops so much the A. fund.
oostook Food Conservation committee. and Prank L. Palmer of Saco to be tribut<>r.
means of a Federal motor truck.
ALL VEHICLES MUST
more effieetive against the enemy of
This in itself shows a most gener
Freeman F. Hall, son of F. W. Hall, State Bank Commissioner.
A member of Co. L, now stationed civilization.
CARRY LIGHTS
ous spirit, but when one considers
There was no western mail or pasD
...
.
...
,
of tbit town, who has been a student
1US
__
.
at Brownville, attempted suicide by
Before leaving for the trenches, the endless number of calls that every
The last Legislature enacted a law
at Harvard hat enlisted in the . Mar- , 8enger connection, Monday morning polSon^ng
/
Thursday
^last
....... .............. - __ — No parGeneral Pershing Said, “The feeling citizen in Canada has for the different which becomes operative July 7th,
In* corps, and Is now stationed at on account of heavy wash outs on the , ticulara have been receivc(1 here
among
our people is very lax.
Our demands made for the war, it is a providing that every vehicle on wheels
Philadelphia
|n„eof the Maine Central and Ban-,
The fam|ly of H H Brvam wh0
people
have
not
begun
to
realize
that
record to be proud of.
whether stationary or in motion shall
Miss Hsnderson, daughter of Dr. gor and Aroostook railroads.
j„ a s tormeriy located in this town
we are in this great war."
have attached to it at least one light
It
will
take
some
time
for
the
and Mrs. E. P. Henderson, who was j Miss Katherine Lawlis returned !where he was a member of the R. C.
The people of France are in sore people of the United States to realize so displayed as to be visible from
graduated from Nasson Institute, last home Saturday, from Fort Kent, for |j faculty, is doing its bit in the nastraits. The drain that comes upon what war means, and our Canadian the front and rear, one hour after sun
woek, has returned to her home in the summer with her parents. She 1 tional crisis. He has a daughter draftthe French people reduces their pow neighbors not only realize it, but are set and one hour before sunrise. The
thie town for the summer.
j was accompanied by Miss Eleanor 0 ^
^ nurse for over seas work, one
er to fight and we must meet their most generous in the many
calls only exemption made was vehicles
The Alumni Association of the (Welch, who spent Sunday with her. Sf)n jn the medical corps, one in the
deficiencies.
Therefore, it is our which they have daily.
for the transportation of hay, wrood,
High School met at Nickerson Lake,) Mrs. Jessie Waterall and maid, ar- signal corps, and another at Platts- first duty to help ihem rehabilitate
lumber or stone. Anyone driving a
Frlday evening, for their annual re- rived in town from Philadelphia, on ' burg training in the officers school,
themselves. We must help their or
vehic
le without such lights is subject
STATE ROAD WORK
union nnd banquet. The evening was Monday, to spend the summer. They
Several pocket peddlers made a phans and their widows. We must
to arrest and fine. In nearly every
pleasantly passed by the large num- came from Philadelphia to Bangor hasty get away from Houlton last help put them in a position to pro
The work on the trunk* line com
her present.
; by automobile, but were obliged to [week as conditions were getting warm duce. We must help them in every menced last week in Bridgewater, other state in the East all vehicles
must carry lights. Two years ago
The TIMES office has a limited abandon the car there, on account for them.
One who had been able way to relieve the French nation from where last year’s work stopped.
New
Hamshire enacted such a law
A crew’ is at work now taking out
number of pamphlets on
“Canning of the condition of the roads and pro- to buy at will from then? decided to the drain upon it which will in turn
w’thout
exemptions. While in
this
Vegetables in the Home” issued by ceed to Houlton by train.
jmake known to the authorities who be a drain upon its military resour the bridge at three brooks near the
state, heavy teams exempted, as a
road that goes to Robinson, where a
the U. 8. Department of Agriculture
Two carloads of workmen arrived was selling intoxicants. As a result ces.
matter of safety and precaution, they
which mny be had for the asking as 0n the B. & A., Friday, for the pulp 'there are a few less well
known
1 put the question to all men, “Now concrete bridge will be built. This should fall in line with the others.
long M they last.
woods. One carload was from Cincin- pocket peddlers in town.
that we are in this war, do you real piece will be about 3 miles long, and
Another Law
MIm Anna Barnes is in Portland nati, O., and the other from New York j Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Gross of ize that we must take the place of if the Federal Government will allow
Effective
on and after July 7th the
whore tho Is to submit to an opera- City. Men coming from the big cities (South Street, Roslindale, Mass., for- every man that is killed among the the work will be carried into Blaine.
use
of
the
Cut-out on automobiles
The surveyors who have been at
tloau Mias Barnes had the misfor- don’t last very long in the pulp woods, Imerly of Houlton, announce the en- allies, that we must support the wid
within
the
settled
portions of towns
tume to sprain hor ankle two years and it is not an uncommon sight to gagement of their daughter Mary ows and orphans?. If we do not, who work in Molunkus have completed
will
be
punishable
by
a fine of not less
their work, and in all probability the
ago, htid ban booA unable to bear her see them in bunches “hitting the Winifred, to Mr. Warren LeRoy Wil- will do it?”
than $20. This in addition to the
trunk
line
will
be
laid
out
to
leave
weight upon hor foot Since.
ties” south.
j son, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H.
The most stupendous and appeal
Wilson of Houlton. The wedding will ing call in the history of the world to the main road at the foot of Matta- town ordinance, will make the use of
the cut-out in Houlton, an expensive
take place the latter part of July.
aid suffering humanity confronts our wamkeag hill, and go east to strike act.
The hotel erected by the Fort Fair- Red Cross. Millions of men who have the Macwahoc, Kingman road. This
The police and deputies as well as
field Hotel Comany and which will been fighting for liberty lie dead or will will mean about 3 miles more
the
special officers from the state de
soon be complepted, has been named wounded; millions of women and: road, but will be far superior to the
partment
at Augusta, who are work
j the Plymouth. This name is a
re- children are homeless and helpless, j 9 mile woods and the mud.
ing
in
every
county of the state -will
j minder of the days in the early history hundreds of towns and villages have !
see
that
the
law
is enforced.
i of Fort Fairfield, when a greater part been destroyed: disease and distress j
'MRS.
ISABELLE
Iof what is now Fort Fairfield was are rampant
*
i
ABERNETHY GREANEY
|known as the Plymouth grant The
MRS. FLORA HUNTER
Fp t o :now, our own poopl o have* no
|
The
death
of
Mrs.
Isabelle
Aber
hotel, when completed, will he one of suffered.
Tho
community was saddened, Mon
Whih ■ Enropo has 1t o o
: tho finest in Maine, and the only ho- pouring out I m r life-blood . Amo ric. ,nethy Greaney. •>. urn d at the home day, when it learned of the death of
! tel north of Bangor
thoroughly has expo riom ■0(1 a prnsperit y s h e hai of her parents. Mr. and Mr.-. Charles '
! Hi-v:or widow of the late
■Aiiernet hy, Wedm day. June 13th af- j g **o . A Hunter, at her home on
[equipped with electric elevators and never knio wn hoi'ore.
t>*r an illness of several years.
Franklin street, following an illness of
Thirteen years experience in building m otor cars, w ent into other such modern, conveniences.
0lUr-elves a re in Thi:
But
m ) w \\
:
The deceased was stricken with three days. The deceased was 82 vrs.
gigantic wa r \\> now sot * that til*
the m an u factu re of this new Pullm an. The result is a sound
HOULTON S TALENTED
struggle a gain-t autn< racy and ty ran tuberculosis and battled <ourageous- of age.
and able^potor, a chassis, sturdy, yet light, a body of dom inant
ly again-f it- ravage-, but was unable I Mrs Hunter was a lovable. Christ
ACTRESS ny which our alii os have be on matiiiu: to
check its progress.
|ian lady who stood for the
lines and surpassing beauty of finish and the greatest collec
Miss Faye Davis, one of the most is and h;is hi “Oil from the fiirst, in l’o
highest
She wa.- employed, prior to her ii] j idea!.- in life and was ev<*r ready to
tion of standardized, widely known accessories ever furnished talented American actresses, is now ality. no loss our struggle* than the*ir'
filling a starring engagement at the Wc* ours 0 1V ** -; mnisf now share* the no--;, in tic puhlie school- if this put into practical life he- Christian
in a c a r of the under-a-thousand dollar class.
i Duke of York's Theatre, London, Eng suffering wh i<-h they have endur■ed : town and was one of the most effi teachings. To administer to the sick
Ask for a dem onstration.
cient of teachers. She easily made and needy, the poor and oppressed.
|land.
Kelly Springfield and Michel in tires.
Gastine, the power J Miss Davis is a native of Houlton. we. too. must bear the burdens and friends of scholars and parents and
|One in not'd was never t urned from
we must do our part in a real way.
producer and carbon rem over, sold with a money back g u ar Jand made her first appearance on the
, all loved her foi her womanly quali her door, and those in affliction were
Our Red Cr o s s is a vital factor in i ties and trm
[stage as Little Meenie. the child, in
antee.
vw’rt^'
|comforted hy her kind words and will
the struggle. To promote efficiency j funeral services
were held Friday
[the play of “Rip Van Winkle," with!
in administering it-- great responsi -morning from Sr. Mary's Catholic ingness to act.
H. Price Webber's popular Boston I
For 6b years she has been affiliated
hilities , the 1 H’sji ent cif the* Fi it-'d j Church, where many friends gathered
Comedy company
with
the Methodist Church and was
States has C P •aicd a K**d Cro.-s War [ to pay ilndr la.-t respects
a
steadfast
believer in its tenets, and,
PHONE 310 M.
HOULTON, ME.
Counci 1.
| '•11 the bereaved family the sym in her daily life, exemplified its teach
AN EARLY CALLER
The Re< c " OSS War Council ■alls ipalhy of the public is extended.
A moose visited Houlton, Saturday
ings
morning, causing more or less excite on Houlton A ( 01)1)111 tte will call
In Sept 1855. as Flora Young, she
ment among the early go to worker:. on all it <an visit for cash, and for
became
the wife of Geo A Hunter of
! GRADUATION AT
The moose was first noticed about pledge s to h e paid in the future.
Hodgdon, where she lived
many
Wc* are sen -ling our hoys. In the
the Ricker grounds. It moved from
EIGHTH GRADE [years before coming to Houlton.
there to H. M. Briggs' lawns, across words of Mr M e Adoo. >ur Score t a ry
The 8th grade scholars held their From that union the following child
Monument Park, up School street to of tl4e T h a s iirv, ■Shall wc* he i lore graduation exercises at the auditorium ren were horn, tell of whom are living:
the Aroostook Hospital. Here it wa- fonder of >ur doll; .rs than wc* ar r* of Thursday atternon. before a large ; Geo, B . Frank M of Hor Ron; John
1ion Item Tiouhl raise [gathering of friends and relatives,
set upon by Dr. Diekison's Russian our lx>ys ?'
i.M, Mrs Lmy McDonald. Mrs Geo.
$
1
6
.
o
o
i
,0o
hound. It then rushed indiscrimina
Hie program was a most intere-i |H Bonn, and Mrs. Idella Royal of
tely over fences, lawns and gardens,
How in in h shall I give . do you ;isk ? Tig on-1 ami in keeping with
the |Hodgdon.
making its way to the nearest woods Once ino re " f irt y millii n at the* <til- spirit of mi tional life. There were
| The funeral will he* held this Wedfor protection.
ors, scwen mi Uion dead . six mi lion fourteen speakers.. Aside1 from the j nesday afternoon from her late home,
salutatory hy Marion Wetmore. the |Rev. L G Marsh of Easton, officiat
class history hy Edna Robbins, the1 ing. assisted hy Rev Mr. Whiteside,
prophecy hy Elizabeth Hume and of Houlton.
I
D A IL Y
E V FN IN G S
FIVE PASSENGER TOURING CAR $985
Kathleen Hovey. the valedictoiv hy
7 and 8.30
M A T IN E E
Doris Hassell, the speakers all dealt
f. o. b., Chelsea, Mich.
HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI
Saturday Evening
with patriotic or war time subjects
at
2
and
3.30
The
High School Alumni Associa
A rem arkable c a r a t a rem arkable price.
TH EATRE
6 .3 0 to JO
It was an inovation meeting the tion, President Harold Cates, broke
116 inch wheelbase, room y body, with divided front seats.
exigencies of our national life which away from the usual, and set custom,
V alve-in-head-m otor, full 35 horsepow er.
proved very entertaining and
in of annual alumni meetings this year.
WEEKLY CALENDAR OF ATTRACTIONS
structive to the people.
Remy ignition, AUis-Chalmers startin g and lighting.
Instead of meeting in town for the
The musical part of the program banquet they went to the lak ■ f r a
Full floating rear axle, cantiliver springs.
W edn esda y
JE S S E L. LASKY offers
was provided by different members good time. Instead of speech* - us
One man improved to p ; tilted windshield.
JU N E
of
the class.
F A N N IE W ARD in W I T C H C R A F T
ually dry and tiresome, they enjoyed
Full U-door body; efficient door fastners.
There are 85 in the class and Prin dancing and it was strictly a High
A TENSE DRAMA OF THE OLDEN PURITANICAL cipal Mclntire and his assistants de
Vacuum system ; 14 gallon tan k in rear.
School affair
TIMES
serve credit for the most excellent
Force feed lubrication ; 200 miles on a quart of oil.
The Alumni to the number of 160,
worl^ done in bringing it to its pre met at the High School grounds at 5
Weight about 2400 pounds; 16 to 20 miles on a gallon
T h u r sd a y
T R I A N G L E — K A Y B E E presents .
sent high state of efficiency.
o'clock, where automobiles were pro
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RED CROSS W EEK ^

F ra n k Sincock, D ealer
HOLLIES

SIX

DREAM

20

of gasoline.
Beautiful in design and finish— the larg est six cylinder
car in the m arket for less than one thousand dollars. Com 
pare it with all other “Light Sixes”— it will not suffer by
comparison.

F rid a y

READ THIS VERY BROAD STATEMENT

JU N E

There have been m ore Hollier ca rs registered in M assa
chusetts during the past year than any other new mak^
th at has come into th e m ark et during the past three years,
with one exception. There has never, to our knowledge,
been a Hollier c a r offered a t second hand, n or a Hollier
user changed to any oth er m ake in th a t State.

THE HOLLIER EIGHT
selling a t $1185, as well as the Hollier Six, is m anufactured
not assembled, in the w orks of the Lewis Spring &. Axle
Company a t Chelsea, Mich.
We invite your careful Inspection of these ca rs and advisd an early decision as a guarantee against dissapointment in delivery and a raise in price.

JU N E

21
22
S aturday

JU N E

23
Monday

JU N E

25
T u esd a y

Jak e Wise, Distributor
HOULTON, MAINE

JU N E

26

LO U ISE

SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE

vided for a trip to the lake. It was
, .
_
the largest gathering that the AssoJust the One.
. .
, , ,
,,
The children happened to be pres- (latK)n over ha(1 for this occasion'
ent when mother received an nppliThe Hi«h School orchestra fumishcant
for
the
position
of
nurse-maid.
e<
*
niusic for the banquet and the
OW EN MOORE and
“Why won1 you discharged from your dance that followed.
M A R G U E R I T E C O U R T O T — in—
KISS Inst place?” asked the mother, when The following musical programme
A NOVEL PHOTOPLAY ROMANCE. COMBINING A she bad ascertained, after much in- j was rendered by former students.
genuity. that the applicant had not ! L Trio. Cello and piano,
SPLENDID DRAMATIC ACTION WITH CLEAN COMEDY
voiuntarily left that place.
“Well,
Messrs Robinson. Bryson
ma'am,” said tho girl, very frankly,
and Miss Pride
K I N G S L E Y B E N E D I C T — in— T H £
DREADED TUBE “to tell Iho truth. I sometimes for 2. Vocal Solo.
got to wash tin1 children, ma’am.”
Miss Me Part land
THIRD ADVENTURE COMPLETE OF “THE PERILS O F 1 Whereupon thoro earno from the
Violin Solo
Emmons Robinson
THE SECRET SERVICE.”
j children In chorus. “Oh, mother, please;
4. Vocal Solo
Eva Haekett
COMEDY—O— — O— .OTHERS
O - —O—DRAMA engage her!"—Harper's Magazine’.
5. Baritone Solo Bernard Archibald
The following officers were elected
Overtime Pay.
for the* ensuing year:
SUNSET FALLS 11TH e p i s o d e o f — P A T R I A
"Pa. what is meant hy overtime’
President. Geo. A. Hall, Jr.; Vicepay?" “Overtime* pay, my hoy. is tho
with MRS. VERNON CASTLE
Pres., Leland McElwee;
Secretary,
reward for doing a little extra labor,
Florence
McPartland;
Treasurer,
ANIMATED NEW S-OTHERS
find there are two kinds.” “That so?
What are they?” “Well, some* men in Louise Chamberlain.
Dancing was enjoyed until midnighL
sist on collecting their overtime week
T R I A N G L E offers L I L L I A N GISH in—
It was a most successful affair, en
ly at a specified rate; and others are
ng to work overtime and take joyed hy all present and all were
ATTA BOY S LAST RACE
grateful to the President, Harold Cates
for the inovations made in the yearly
A R U SH IN G , E X C IT IN G RACING DRAM A
-Detroit Free Press.
meeting.
g la

u

m—

in—

A POWERFUL DRAMA OF A GIRL WHO BECOMES A
SPY THROUGH SHEER LOVE OF ADVENTURE
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TWO WAYS

CHICHESTERSPILLS

There are two ways for people to
GOING
TOURIST
get ahead n life. The first is
to
I t A POPULAR WAV TO TRAVEL
DIAMOND
drive right abend building up their
ALL THE HOME NEWS
Tourist Sleepers—light and airy
with big comfortable berths a<
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without regard
to
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l , - . \ n y person w no ta k e s a p aper regularly
Columbia, and on the Pacific Coast
LADIES f
Hut after a while
Not as luxurious as the Palace sleeper, but they urnm Hm nquutf r o m t i n- i ’u i 1 1 n l i c c — \v h o t I n- r 0 i n v t c d u> n i s results for a time.
A«k
r° ruRK'«t for CHt-CHES-TER’S
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ECONOMY
AND
COMFORT
COMBINED
no one cares a hang whether they Ribbon. Takb no other. Buy of your
.Subscription* in 1'. S. 61.50 per year in
advance, $g.ooin arrears' in Canada S-’.Oo ■J.—If a n y p e r s o n o r d e r s h i s p a p e r <11- succeed op not. In fact as a result of DruRKtst and a.k fop eiII.CIIE8.TftK 8
N. R. DesBrisay, D. P. A., C. P. R.,ST.JOHN, N. B.
c o n t i n u e d , h e m u s t p a y a l l a r r e u r g e s , ( >r t h e
AI4MOND BIvAMl PII.I.S, f ir t wenty-fiv®
in advance, 2.50 in arrears.
Rchafc
people years regarded ns Best, Safest,. Always
vays Reliable.
I u til i - h e r m a y ,-o n t 111 u e t o e - n d it u n i i I p a y their selfish isolafion, other
Single copies live cents.
i.ae nt i - m a d e a ml e o l h a d D m \\ h o l e a m o u n t seem almost
plea sod if they do not BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
No Su b scrip tion c a n c e lle d until w h e t h e r it i ' t a k e p f r o m t l i e oi l i c e o r n o t .
get on.
i TRIJtD EVERYWHERE
T h e ( oiirt - h a v e d e c i d e d t hat r e f u d n g
all a r r e a r a g e s are paid
The other way to succeed is
to
Advertising.ates based upon circulation and t o t a k e n e w s p a p e r - a m l p e r i o d i c a 1- f r o n i t lie
consider that
man's own fort urn1
very reasonable.
post o d i c e . o r r e m o v i n g a m i h a v i n g t h e m
Oommttnications upon topics of general inter u n c a l l e d f o r . 1* p r i m a f a c i a ev i d e n c e o f f r a u d depends to a
;o extent on the adI f y o u w a n t t o - t o p y o u r p a p e r , w r i t e t o vance of i})e
est are solicited
articular group
of
Filtered at the post office at Houlton for c:r t h e p u b l t ' h e r y o u r s e l f , a n d d o n ' t l e a v e i t t o people or community in which he
t he p o s t - m a -d e r .
dilation at second-class postal rates.
happened ,(> l)(' located. It he will
look at. it in a large way. he will see
For Advertising Kates apply to the President ami Manager.
it is mighty hard to advance when ; Lhe American Fixpress Company operates the
the
people around him are falling he- exl)ress business,
It has been carefully estimated that Nation is now engaged, that those
hind
or are merely stationary.
In TIME AT WHICH TRAINS ARE EX
When you take Snap-Shots you can have your finished
the proceeds of one $100 Liberty Loan whose slacking, whose want of symsuch
a
group
of people there is a PECTED TO ARRIVE AND DEPART
bond will fully clothe, arm, and equip pathy with their Country in its hour
work in 12 hours, and all work guaranteed it you will
IN EFFECT MAY 7. 1917.
one American soldier. Each purchas- ()f need, as well as those who by act, condition of ;t agnation that, paralyTrains scheduled to leave Houlton:
er of a Liberty Loan bond for $100 pen or voice try to thwart its high zes every attempt that anvone mav
_________________ take your film to ---------- -------------Daily Except .Sunday
may feel that his or her money is do- and lofty purpose, will be anathema make to rise above the mass.
8.47
a.
m.—for
Ft. Fairfield, Limestone,
If
one
can
but
identify
himself
with
ing its individual part in the arming among us. Whatever views any of
Ca r i b o u. Van B u r e n and inter
and equipping of one of our Coun- us may hold as to war in the abstract, a group of people or community that
mediate stations
try's soldiers. To some who wish that or as to this particular war, might is going ahead, he moves right along 9.23 a. m.—for Millinoeket, Bangor and
principal intermediate stations—Port
they could actively serve their Coun- once have been properly advanced, on the same current without effort,
land and Boston, via. Medford. Din
HOULTON. MAINE
ing Car Millinoeket to Bangor.
try in the field but who have oeen But the Country has decided.
Dis- and is lifted to higher positions by a
11.40 a. m.—for Ashland. Fort Kent, St.
denied this privilege this gives a spe- mission is now out of order.
The resistless ground swell.
Francis and intermediate stations, also
These abstract, sounding considera
---------------------------- P r ic e L is t
for Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
cific, tangible nature to an investment time for action in aid of our Country
Buren,Grand Isle, Madawaska, French.
has arrived. And it is the duty of us tions have a pertinent meaning for us
in a Liberty Loan bond
Mile, .St. Francis and inteimediate
all
in
our
daily
business
life.
If
we
All size Rolls developed for
.
.
ioc
stations via. Squa Pan and Mapleton
all- the very safety of us all depends
upon it- to act promptly, unitedly, are wholly indifferent, to the pros 1.14 p. in. —for Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
AWAKE-AMERICA!
Prints, No. 2 Brownie
jc
Limestone and intermediate staitons.
perity of our home town, we
may 1.25 p.
m—for Millinoeket, Greenville, Ban
Do our people know that our Coun heartily for our common cause. Our
“
No. 2A Brownie
.
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think
it
desirable
at
times
to
send
gor,
and intermediate stations. Portland
t r y is at war? The answer to that Country calls. Let all respond.
and
Boston, .sleeping Car Derby to
money
away
in
making
purchases
Other prints up to post card size
5C
Boston, Dining Far Derby to Bangor,
I question may be “Yes, in a perfunc
The results may lie no better, hut we 6 00 p. m. -fur Millinoeket, Bangor and in
tory sort of way (hey do!"
But
Post Card
•
•
5°
termediate stations, For; land and Bosmay be deluded to the effect that
AMERICA
WORTH
WHIPPING
very few of us. we opine, outside of
b’M. BotM >!f'-p:ug Car Caribou
the}are.
All size Film P a c ks developed for 20 c
Those who feel that because Her
to Ik -''on
official circles where knowledge may
But it that policy prevails general 7 37 p ci -tor F'>rt F'aahe'.d, Caribou, Van
man}'
has
not
made
direct
attacks
No chr.rge for films developed if e xp o s u r e * are all failures
be full and complete, comprehend the
U ;icn and intermixi,at“ stations.
ly among our people, our town iP lains D i t iloi Lro.v.
fact in its full significance and im upon us on this side of the Atlantic
bound to stand still. There is
no
I 'a 1\ Except "•mday
port. Ycf until citizens everywhere to injure us, are laboring under a fear
community' advance to carry us all for 8.36 a. in. Iron, i -i'tni;. Portland, Bangor
fully understand what is involved i:i ful delusion. The only reason Dorand intermedia'.-- yiitions. Buffet >leepward. Whereas if we ail take hold
tin* direful struggle forced upon them many has not and does net attempt
ing Far Boston ' < ai ilxiu.
to
help
(‘very
home
enterprise,
spend
9 . 20 a. m. from Vu
Buren, Caribou,
and rouse themselves each and every effective offensive against thel.'nitcd
mone> loyally at home whenever pos
F'ort
Fairfield and
intermediate
one to do their duty, the issue will be States is because under the present
station'.
sible, tlmi'e will be a ground swell of
conditions
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cannot.
Should
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doubtful and our defeat possible.
F02 p. m. —tmm Boston, Portland, Bangor.
prosperity under ear whole commaGm-nv;i e ami intermediate stations.
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Fairfield and intermediate stations
an influence in South America by tin' plea for "bond' and not. bondage."
2.31 p. m.--from M. F'rands, Fort Kent,
A
recent
article
in
the
Frankfurter
Ashland and intermediate stations, aiso
which the world wide ambitious plans,
St. Francis, Frenchville, Madawaska,
PROFIT BY THIS
of the Kaiser might come into col Zeitung says thut Germany is pursu
Grand Isle, Van Buren, Washburn,
lision with our Monroe doctrine and ing the policy of not "opening hos
Presque Isle and intermediate stations,
Don't Waste Another Day
via. Mapleton and Squa Ban.
thence into war with the
Failed tilities" against the Cniteii state: .
p. m. from Van Bun n, Limestone,
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attack."
ate
stations.
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D R . L . P . H u g -h e s
under the best conditions tlm mighty main ever read}. Against this three I )<ia u K in nev Fill - the same t liaf
Fo-ter Milburti Co .
power of this great Country can be fold front I'roles.'or Wilson and Fng Mr. A l a rt is. bin!
land's philosophic statesman will weld
developed beside our Allies to lighten together in vain their uneaqual intel Crops., Buffalo, .V V
Hand'"’ \V. S aw S. t ii S. Thor nton
their exhausting work. If in
the lectual forces."
meanwhile their burdens should prove
How the Germans hate ll icnw'l o's FIVE MILLION CORNS
too heavy for them, (lie tull weigh: They can whip tin1 whole world. The\
LIFTED RIGHT OFF!
would fall upon us with all that that admit it ’
A tto rn e y s
Try 2 Drops of Magic “Gets-lt"
would imply. Does this seem pessi
Prompt at t ent i on to all busi ness
mistic to any? Only those who aie
i There's a wonderful difference be
Houlton,
Maine.
lt ween getting rid of a corn now. and
blind, wilfully or otherwise, to the WANTED Q U IC K :
the
way
they
used
to
try
to
get
rid
situation will think so.
Probate matter' Lav.- Sp.-cia! Attention
THREE MILLION MEN i of it only four or five years ago.
There is, however, a brighter view
Americans who are inclined to the j'Get.'-IU'
has revolutionized corn
to be had. It is t ha * which will Im belief that we have done a large part, 'history. It's the only corn remedy
disclosed when all of us in full reali of our share in the prosecution of the today that acts on the new prinzation of the weighty task before im war against Germany by sending j coni, but of loosening the corn nff-ciple. not only shriveling up the
shall unreservedly dedicate ourselves General Pershing and lA.iino men into so loose that you can lift it right
V e te rin a ry S u rg eo n
each to the duty imposed by
the the firing lines in France must ad off with vour fingers. Put 2 drops of Graduate University of Toronto
situation upon us all, each in his just their visions to a larger scale or
All calks given prompt attention
separate sphere. There is no room suffer a severe shock later
Tel. Night 32-2
Day 629-2
for slacking anywhere. The might
Tilt1 official figures from
London
iest dam cannot long
survive a give the total British casualties dur
neglected leak, however small. And ing the month of May as 111.1 is men.
there is none among us all who can Of these 27,'len men were killed
not lend a hand to some extent cap
OFFICES AT RESIDENCE*
Which is to say that tin* men of
able of helping theCountry or by with
the British armies alone, who were
holding that aid embarrass it in this
129 Main St.
Hoalton, Maine
either killed, wounded or reported
the hour of its greatest stress, Our
wounded during May out numbered
duty is plain. If we are worthy the
the entire populations of such first
Tel. 239-3
inheritance left by our fathers we
class United States cities as Grand
shall discharge it. and in so doing
T e e t h fille d w it h o u t
Rapids, Mich . or Nashville, Tcnn
win safety and lasting peace for our
p a in b y th e n e w a n a l
There were more British soldiers
own, and other lands.
g e sic
m e th o d , a b s o 
killed during the month than there
J
list
tJ
Drops
of
‘Gets-lt,*
Now
During the Revolutionary War there
Tomorrow I’ll J list I’eel That Com
are men, women and children in
l
u
t
e
l
y
s
a fe .
Right Off — ami It ’s Gone ! ”
were Tories in our midst.
Some
Brookline, Mass , Poughkeepsie, N.
openly opposed the efforts of their
D r . F . O. O R C U T T ,
"( jet Ml t" on that corn or callus to
Y., or Cumlirrland, Md
neighbors and former friends, to es
night.
That's all The corn is doom
D e n tis t.
Also, and significantly, there were ed sure as sunrise
No pain, or troub
tablish the independence of the col
le. or soreness.
You do away once
onies. Some only withheld their aid more British soldiers killed than 1 here and for all with toe bundling band
are
men
in
the
entire
Pershing
ex
Buf after the war all of them alike
ages, toe-eating salve* and irrespon
sible what-nots
Try it get surpris
experienced the misery following up peditionary form'.
It m useless to moralize upon the ed and I lost* a. <orn.
D EN TIST
on the natural ostracism upon the
" G e t s - l t " is sold e v e r y w h e r e . LFc.
part of those who had borne the bur tremendous amount of suffering and a bottle, or sent on receipt of prn ■*
OFFICE OVER F R E N C H ’S
den and heat of the long contest, and woe indicated by these staggering by K. Lawrence A- Go.. Chicago. IB
DRUB STORE
Sold in Houlton and recommended
were thereby forced to leave the land. figures or to blackly curse the cruel
Offiice
Hours
: 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
as
the
world's
best
corn
remedy
bv
It will inevitably follow', whatever the despot who created the war which
Other' by appointment.
(). F French ,v Son. Leighton & Fe Ioutcome of the struggle in which our caused the slaughter. But the figures ev and the Huthewa} Drug Co.
Telephone 1G4-2
have a value inasmuch as they serve
to show us to some extent the vast
IMPORTANT NOTICE
proportions of the task which we
Automobile Drivers must observe
have undertaken and which we must
lor quality, workmanship and inspection
the S.peed Limit. We have had sov
accomplish.
Practice limited exclusively to
-—insured by reputation for greater durability,
eral complaints and have notified the
Nothing causes greater anxiety to
At this rate General Pershing's
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
resiliency and higher anti-skid efficiency
police department to enforce the
the mother of a family than the symp
command
would
he
wiped
out
in
Ju
Glasses Fitted
law' without fear or favor, as we will
tom': of illness in otic of her children —
—■insured by reputation for having stood the test
Fewrishlies-', loss of appetite, irritability} days. Consequently it is abundantly hold them responsible.
Office Hours: 9 to 11 A. M.
or li'riessness — developing unexpectedly
of years under the moat trying road and weather
1 to 4 P. M.
FRANK A. PF1ABODY
evident that if we are to successful}'
an ! without apparent cause, will at once
conditions
7
to 8 P. M
HOWARD
WEBB
pr luce uneasiness and worry in the carry out our obligations of warfare
Office in Dunn Furniture Block
ROBT. M L AWL IS
mother’s mind, unfitting her for her daily
upon the Prussian beast we must be
—tho Hartford *H* Treads are your best tire
duties.
MAINE
Selectmen of Houlton HOULTON,
Insurance.
If the illness is due to digestive dG- prepared to re-enforce General Per May 7th, 1.917.
turbances, worms, or a cold in its early
^A nd they In turn, by their great reputation, in
stages, there is no safer, speedier relief siting, not with a force counted by
for such trouble than prompt and sys thi’ thousands, nor yet by the hundred HAS HAD B E N E F I C I A L R E S U L T S
cur* that we will gladly give you service worthy
tematic use of that old time household thousands, hut by the million.
A man is not treating himself f.airlv
Of the famous tire* we sell—Hartford 'H* Treads.
remedy, "L. J-'.'’ Atwood's Medicine. It
when he neglects backache, rheumatic;
prevents congestion of the digestive ap
Three million United States soldiers pains, dizziness, stiff joints, sore muscles
Office 1 3 H ey wood S treet
paratus, increases the flow of bile, and
PUTNAM HARDWARE CO
put
into the field on the west front in or other symptoms of kidney or bladder Tel. 256-2
helps to correct the entire disturbance.
HOULTON, ME
trouble. Isaac B. Turman, 1277 Washing
Houlton, Me.
Always beep a bottle ready for use in the shortest possible time will end the ton Ave., Ashbury Park, X. J., writes: ‘‘I
time of trouble, either for children or
used Foley Kidney Pills and had the
adults. At your dealer’s, ?>5 cents. war. Any less contribution will mere most beneficial results from same.” Sold
*'L. I\” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine. ly prolong it.
Everywhere.
FOP RHEUMAPtM KiONfY* AND BLA0DE9

C a m e ra . Snap-Shot./*

LEIGHTON

FEELEY

K EEP YOUR
SH O ES NEAT

IN

WHITE
SHOE

Prof. C a rd s,

DRESSING

New Dental Offices

Hartford Tires

Shaw St Thornton

DR. R. E. LIBBY

G. E.Williams, H.D.

Dr. J. F. Palmer

Insured by Reputation

CHILDREN’S HEALTH

OF FIRST IMPORTANCE TO A MOTHER.

ParkerM. Ward, M.D.

H. J. Chandler

ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR

FOLEY KIDNEYPOLS

HOULTON TIMES,

nmeter ‘ami vielgut of'nywneei i3 re
quired. It must be capable of storing
up enough energy during the explosloi
stroke of the piston to keep the crunk
shaft revolving at a steady speed untl
the force of the next explosion Is Im
parted, etc. In designing a flywheel a
number of factors must be taken Into
consideration which uffeet the weight
and diameter. Where a motor is mount
ed In a subframe that will not penult
of the use of a twenty Inch flywheel
weighing 10O pounds a sixteen Inch
flywheel of, say, 120 pounds might be
equally well employed, liy increasing
the diameter of a flywheel its weight
may be decreased, and vice versa.

Queries and Replies Covering Matters of
Importance to the Man Who Runs a Car
*
Will you ploaso glv# mo • formula of
tho malarial uaod for filling in around
•nd ovor tho top of storage battery cello
to eoai them in and prevent leakage?
I have Mon unable to find ouch a for
mula In any work at hand.
Tho sealing waxes used by the dlfferent battery manufacturers are made
According to a number of formulae,
many of which are secrets of the con-earns. However, you should be able
to got a very satisfactory substance
for thU purpose from almost any wax
noggily house, or you should get ex«aUent service from the use of marine
gtoe. Marine glue Is prepared by dlseolvliig one part of India rubber In
crude benzine and mixing with two
parts of shellac by the aid of heat
The waterproof character of this ce
ment In connection with Its slight elas
tic flexibility, the ease with which It la
applied when warm and the prompt
ness with which It sets on cooling
.make it a most useful substance.
Hew rnuoh gasoline should on euto•meblie engine use per horsepower per
fieurf
The quantity varies considerably,
• hot a fairly reliable constant on which
a number of authorities agree is oneeighth gallon of gasoline, having a spe
cific gravity of 0.75 per actual horse
power per hour.
Will you plesse give ms some infor
mation on how to keep a car looking as
nsw as possibls and what kind of body
polish, if any, to use?
There is a great difference of opinion
as to how the washing of a car should
be done, but all authorities agree upon
one thing, and that Is the plentiful use
of dear water as the-flrst step. Clear
water will wash off dust, dirt and mud,
but it will not touch the grease or oil
and leaves the car with a dull, dingy,
streaked, lusterless appearance. Then
make a thick suds with a neutral pot
ash soap.
Before applying suds rinse the car
well with a stiff stream of water from
the hose so as to loosen up all the dust
and dirt in order to prevent scratching
the surface. This not only loosens#the
mud, which 1ms become hardened, but
reduces the probability of scratching
the varnish when washing with a
sponge. Then, with a clean sponge, ap
ply a heavy suds, rinse off at onto with
clear water and a fresh sponge and
wipe dry with chamois skin or cheese
cloth. With some soaps, if the varnish
surfaces are thoroughly washed and
rinsed with cold water, tho use uf
chamois skin is not necessary. Never
use for a washing with soap tin* same
Hjiouge that has been employed for
washing off the dust and dirt; never
use hot water on the painted or polish
ed surfaces, ( old water is preferred,
but it may be Just warm enough to have
the chill taken off. Do not be afrakl
to use plenty of water. Remember that
any soap is likely to Injure a highly
polished surface, but It will not do so
If the parts are cleansed thoroughly
with clear water after the soap is used.
Most manufacturers of motorcar soap
advise against applying any other polish
after the final drying. They say that
furniture polish, etc., is very upt to
contain oil or turjjentine, which dissolves the coach finish, dull It and leave
a thin skin or coating which covers up
the original polish. Other soap manu
facturers recommend the use of first
class body polish oil which Is supplied
by various oil manufacturers.
Can you tell me what effact there ia
an a generator to run a car with tha
otorogo battory removed, providing tho
wlrOO aro tepod so that they are unable
to ground?
On none of the apparatus produced
to date should a car be driven with
the storage battery off the line. With
the battery off the line the voltage of
the generator rises to a very high lim
it, so that it will burn out the head
light! and also have an injurious effect
-on the Ignition.
What percentage of ether ie used
with gaaoline for fuel in gasoline en
gines? Does it give more power be■oauee of its high gravity, and is it trua
that other io used by racing drivers in
their gaaoline used in rao’ng cars?
The proportions of ether and gaso
line usually employed are three ounces
of ether to five gallons of gasoline. It
vaporizes more easily than gasollna,
but does not materially Increase the
power. It makes the motor start more
easily. It la not true that ether Is
used In sanctioned races. Even If it
were permitted there would be little
gain. There are'two substances which
may be introduced into the cylinder
to increase the power—sal ammoniac
and plcrle acid. But their use Is dan
gerous and shortens the life of the
motor and is forbidden in officially
sanctioned races.
Hew can I stop the rattling in tha
ibrtfke bands of my car?
The rattling of your brake bands and
rods Is probably due to loose and worn
pins and eyes. These are working
parts that are less often cleaned and
lubricated and therefore subject to ex<*aslve wear. The remedy is to fit
new plus, make them fit snugly, so
thst they will work freely without
lost motion, then keep them lubri
cated.
I have just started to oporata my ear
tftor having had it In tho goi*ago for
four months, during which time tho
battory ran down. A man told mo that
it would do no harm to tho olactrioal
end to go ahoed and run tho cor with
out having a battory In it to takj oaro
of tho oiirront, saying that if I had no
batl#ry to roooivo tho eurront it oould
not gortsroto any. Latar I mot anothor
•nan who said I should not run tho oar
a mil# without a battory in it, booauas
by oo doing I would burn tho wiring out
mV** dynamo bsoausa I wai gonoratIn f anwnnt ■■wwMhst without tho batIt would put my
ill out of a a m m l i .
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iii tne in st'place you were wrong in
leaving the buttery in the ear for a pe
riod of four months, during which time
the battery was allowed to run down.
The battery should have been given an
extra charging at occasional Intervals
In order to keep the specific gravity up
>to the Btandard, which is between 1.275
and 1.800. In laying up the storage bat
tery for the winter It must be remem
bered that the battery as used for elec
tric starting and lighting or for electric
lighting only is strictly an electro-chem
ical apparatus and requires a certain
amount of care, whether idle or In ac
tual service. Therefore if the car own
er will bear this In mind and follow
the directions given herein he should
have little difficulty In keeping the bat
tery In good condition during the win
ter mouths. If the battery Is always
filled to the proi>er height and kept fully
charged within the limits of the stand
ard 1.280 to 1.205 it may be safely con
sidered as being in healthy condition.
Every car owner should have a hydro
meter syringe to use in determining
when the battery Is fully charged, and
It will also be found convenient to use
in filling the battery with water.
W h e n I open th e t h r o t tle o f m y o a r
s u d d e n ly th e m o to r m lesea fir e b a d ly
an d s o m e tim e s sto p s e n t ir e ly W h a t is
th e m a tte r?

You aro feeding too much gasoline,
which is drawn into the cylinders in an
undivided state and is not readily ex
plosive, thus causing the engine to miss
fire and choke. If you will adjust your
carburetor so that a greater proportion
of air Is mixed with the gasoline you
will have no further trouble of this
character.
A ll t h in g s being e q u a l, w o u ld th e ra he
a n y d iffe re n c e in th e p o w e r of a n e n 
g in e w it h a h u n d re d pound fly w h e e l
w ith a s m a ll o r la rg e d ia m e te r?

There would be more energy stored
up in a one hundred pound flywheel
of the larger diameter, but a motor
thut develops a certain maximum
horsepower with a one hundred pound
flywheel sixteen lirelies in diameter
will not necessarily develop more pow
er if n one hundred pound flywheel of
twenty inches is fitted. For a motor
of a certain compression a certain di-

W ill you p lease te ll me th e n u m b e r of
pounds c o m p re ssio n th e re s hould be in
c y lin d e rs ?
I h av e a gauge fo r te s tin g
c o m p re ssio n , but do not k n o w how
m a n y pounds p e r cu b ic in ch th e re
sh ou ld be.

This depends upon the design of the
motor, but the average is about sixtyfive pounds per square inch. The
maker of your car will tell you the
pressure for which the motor was de
signed.
W ill you k in d ly te ll me how to t e m 
per a s p rin g ?

M y c a r k n o c k s w h e n ru n n in g id le or
ab ou t tw e n ty m ile s p er h o u r.
I have I
n o ticed w o « n it is id le an d ru n n in g !
sfovviy it m iss e s , bu t it does not m iss
w h e n on t - e ro ad .
T h e v a lv e s h a v e ;
been gro u n d an d n ew s p a r k p lu g s put
in a i d a ll c o n n e c tio n s on th e in ta k e
pipe m ade a ir t ig h t . T h e k n o c k is reg- {
u la r w h e n ■u n k in g fa s t , but ir r e g u la r !
w h e n r u n n i n g M o w ly,
I s th e tro u b le j
w ith th e m a g n e to ? I h a v e n o ticed th a t
one of v.Te c y l i n d e r s is not as stro n g a s ;
th e o t h e s — th a t is, w r e n th e p e tco ck is ;
opened ri'-e d o e s - o t s h o o 1, out u n til the
th ro ttle is c iu :c k ly o p e n e d . T h e k n o ck
se e .n s w o r s e ; j s t a ' t e r th e th ro ttle is
o p e n e d o r t h e p o w e r is s h u t off.
Can
you te ll rue w h a t th e tro u b le m ig h t b e ?i
Tilt* knocking in your m o to r m a y Io* ■
<lim to a loose r e n t e r b earin g on tlmi
•'rank sha*’t. To test fo r this throttle;
down the m o to r so that it r a n s slowly

and quietly, then open the peteorks of
the twoeenter cylinders. If there is u
knock it is due to the misfiring, which
In turn may be caused by improper
adjustment of one of the valve tap
pets. There should be space of at least
the thickness of a business card be
tween the end of the valve stem and
tappet when the valve is closed; other
wise when the motor grits warm ami
the stems become a trifle elongated
from the heat the valve may not seat
tightly. Test the compression of each
cylinder after the motor is wanned
" n hv cranking it over slowlv bv hand

The exact heat treat men: to tie given
a spring steel depends on the compo
sition. However, assuming that the
W h y a re c r a n k s h a ft * c o u n t e rb a la n c 
steel is a 0.t)5 carbon steel, which is ed ? Is not th e fly w h e e l m ade fo r th is
a grade of steel generally used for p u rp o se ?
springs, the treatment after shaping
Crank shafts are counterbalanced ti
or coiling, as the case may be, is as offset, tho driving force conducted to
follows:
the piston and thence to all moving
First.—Heat to 1,425 degrees—1,475 parts py the explosion t>f the fuel mixdegrees F.
tuie. A sudden blow is imparted to the
Second.—Quench In oil.
reelp-oeating parts when this explo
Third.—Reheat to 400 degrees-000 sion takes place. The counter balance
degrees I’.—in accordance with the de is a weight so placed on the arm of
cree of temper desired, and then coo] the crank shaft as to cheek the sudden
very Nl<»\fly.
transmission of this blow to the crank
The higher the drawing temperature shaft. It neutralizes the force of the
(operation .‘b the lower will be tile blow Without taking away its driving
yield point of the material. On the effect.
other hand, if the material be drawn
at ton low a temperature it will be
brittle. A few practical trials v. ill lo
cate the best temper for any given
shape or •cb o.
You should also remember that the
heat treating of springs is usually en Treatm ent
trusted to the spring maker, and. un
less absolutely ne ‘essury for the work
to be done, and by some "tic who
knows this kind of work, it is advis
able to refrain from doing it. Inex
perienced persons are likely to ruin
the. material.

Cures

K e%

LIQUOR
DRUGUSING

T h e e x h a u s t on m y c a r is so hot th a t
I c a n n o t hold m y h an d w it h in tw e lv e
in c h e s o f th e pipe. W h a t is th e c a u s e ?

It is very possible that the ignition
is timed so that the spark occurs too
late. This would result not only in
excessive heating of t I k * engine and
exhaust manifold, but in loss of power
ns well. An excessively rich mixture
may be responsible. This would be
indicated by black smoke coming from
the muffler.

<)ur Memorials stand for what is best in design, workmanship and
penmumy. logmher with our clear machine cut letters, gives our work
a distinction from others.
Do not be deceived by those that talk low prices, for investigation
will show that their prices are no lower than elsewhere, or the work
and serviet* is inferior.
It is a well known fact that he that cuts the price cuts the quality
and service first. Quality and service are the only standard bv which
to measure values.
( heap work is the easiest to produce, experience and study are necT
essarv to secure permancy and suitable design.
A Monument once placed is not easily changed, it may be a disap
pointment or a source of satisfaction.
We know of no better way to make a selection than to visit our show
room and see the different kinds of Granite and Marbles executed in
the latest designs.
Now is the most favorable time to order, and have it done in a thor
ough manner. A call from those interested will he appreciated.

Houlton Granite & Marble Works
BANGOR S T R E E T

T E LEPH O N E.
HOULTON, MAINE.

P a m t - U p
And when you do use
best.

Safe, Sensible, Successful

Shawmut

— since 1 8 7 9 — in over 4 0 0 , 0 0 0
cases. Methods rational and hu
mane, health , always improved.

Paint

No nausea, sickness or bad
a fte r effects — nothing “ He
roic”. No confinement or public
ity. PI easant surroundings, ideal lo
cation, complete equipment. Special
privacy for women. All business and
correspondence strictly confidential.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
523 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
Cor. of Mellen Street

PO RTLAN D

Telephone 5470

:

:

M A IN E

The only o n e in M a in e . N e w H a m p sh ire
o r V e r m o n t a n d n e a r e s t to
M ; tr itim e P r o v in c e s

For Wagons,

Farm

merits Floors and all
or outside wot k.
Phone or cell lor color card,
wM

Ja m e s S. Peabody
Bangor St.

H O U LT O N

\

A Milltonaitfe’s Value at a Popular Price
No photograph of the El&in Six can do it justice. You must

s«e tho actual car—and ride in it—to knowhow beautiful and comfortable it is,
how steadily and easily it rides.

$985
5-Passenfter
TourinA

Elgin Six

g g g g g g tg t g g f

$985
4-Passen&er
Roadster

'TA» Car o f the Hour”
Its beautiful yacht line design sets the El&in Six aside from

the monotonous designs of common cars and &ivea it distinction on country
roads or city streets.
No other car selling f o r less than $ 1 2 5 0 has the “V’’-type
radiator and fashionable European center cowl.

Every detail, from the beautiful 35 H. P. six-cylinder valve-

in-head motor to the least important part, will meet squarely and satisfactorily
every demand you make upon it.

C hevrolet

W E N D E L L A. SH A R P , Agt.
Houlton, Maine

William
T
ell
FLOUR.
A,

You take no chances in
buying a C h e v r o l e t
You may buy a Chevrolet believing it to be the best
ear in its class and you will get what you pay for.
You may look for longer service, better performance
and lower up-ke-'p bills from your Chevrolet than from any
other car of like price. And you will not be disappointed.
If there was any doubt that the Chevrolet cars are the
best in their respective divisions it has long since disap
peared.
And the proof of this yon will find, a thousand-fold
over, in tin4 records of Chevrolet owners------ and in the
opinion of motor-car buyers in general. Chevrolet cars
have definitely established their superiority in every phase
of motor car performance.
And just as surely and decisively as they have proved
themselves abler cars, have they proved them'
- s cheap
er cars to keep up.
To build cars of such quality and such value clearly
reflects the strength and soundness and ability of the Chev
rolet organization.

*

W atson
Dealer
HOULTON AND VICINITY

Caught In the act!
Making bread w ith
W il l ia m Te l l Flo u r ,*
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STRAIGHT TALK
ON THE WAR

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T
1
j

Ge:>. VV. Burpee of New York City,
arrived home, Monday, for a few days
with his parents.

The following attorneys from upcountry, were in Houlton, Tuesday,
to attend Probate Court: Judge Fes
senden. W. T. Spear. Fort. Fairfield;
BAND CONCERT ON FRIDAY J B. Roberts, Caribou: W. R. Roix,
In order to accommodate the re Presque Isle; W. S. Brown, Howard
cruiting party to be here Friday ev Pierce, Mars Hill; Verdi Ludgate
ening, the band concert will be held Sherman.
on Friday evening, instead of Thurs
day.
The concert program will start at
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
7.30 o'clock, prompt, at Monument
Park.
Fo r Sale at A B a r 8ain, 1 Light P u n t
wagon, and one open buggy; have
been run but very little. G. W. Rich
CHANGE OF TIME ON B. & A. ards.
224
Mrs. Nettie Dickinson,
Experienced
June 25, 1917.
Nurse.
Write or inquire at No. 10
Franklin Ave., or Fox Bros. Tel. 185-11
Arrive
Depart
Rooms To Let— Furnished or Unfur
From Bangor
For Caribou nished. Apply to Mrs. Nettie Cham7.39 A. M.
7 47 P. M. peon, 21 Elm Street. Tel. 149-12.
12.46 P. M.
12.51 P. M.
Furnished Room To Let to Gentleman
7.32 P. M
7.37 P. M. only.
Just a step from the Square.
Front Caribou
For Bangor Bath, etc., Apply to C G. Lunt, Time?
9.33 A. M.
9.38 A. M. Office.
1.24 P. M.
1.30 P. M.
For Sale—A Bargain in Second Hand
7.01 P. M.
7.07 P. M. delivery wagon at Huggard Bros. In
From Ashland
For Ashland quire at shop or phone. L. P. Berry
tf
2.40 P. M.
11.2S A. M. 827-22.

Harry M. Br'ggs, Esq., was a passenMrs. John Berry is confined to her
ger on Monday morning’s train to home by sickness.
Mrs. E. C. Bates is visiting her
j Bangor.
and hopes to retain that respect by | Hon. Justice J. B. Madigan attend parents in St. Stephen.
WHT WE ARE
___
Chief of Police Hogan went to St.
living on with the light of Lincoln’s ed the funeral of the late Chief Jus
John, Monday, accompanying James
FIGHTING GERMANY love of man as its Okl Testament ' tice Savage, at Auburn, Sunday.
The weakening of the bridge at Kirkpatrick to a hospital there for
Incredible though it may seem in and its new. It is more precious that
▼lew of the persistent and murder this America should live than that we Grindstone, by the high freshets of treatment.
Fred Conlogue. son of Mr. and Mrs.
ous aggressions by which Germany Americans should live.
Ann thi> the week, caused a delay in traffic
James Conlogue of this town who is
forced this war upon us, voices os America as we now see has been chal on the B. & A., Tuesday.
The Houlton Grange Auxiliary for connected with the Westinghouse
tensibly American are still heard ask- lenged from the first oi the war by
inf why we fight, while others go ev the strong arm of a Power that has Red Cross work will meet Tuesday af Elec. Co., at Pittsburg, arrived home,
en further and declare that we have no sympathy with our purpose, and ternoon at 2 o’clock. Ladies are re Thursday, for a visit with his parents
been* "tricked” into entering the war will not hesitate ot destroy us if the quested to come prepared for work. before leaving for San Francisco
Rev. C. E. Owen of Waterville, a to where he has been transferred.
by England, or by President Wilson, law that we respect, the rights that
or by American millionaires whose are to us sacred, or the spirit that we trustee of Ricker Classical Institute,
profits were cut by the activities of have, stand across her set will, to was in town this week to attend the
LANEBARTON
of the
the German U-boats.
It is unneces make the world bow before her poli commencement exercises
The marriage of Caroline Lillian
sary of course, to characterize such cies, backed by her organized and school.
utterances. But there are also jour scientific military system. The world
Percy McMann who has been in the Lane, a teacher in the Houlton public
nals and individuals of unquestioned of Christ----- a neglected but not re employ of F. P. Berry several years, schools to Mr. Fred W. Barton, book
loyalty who fdel that the official state jected Christ—has come again face has resigned his position and gone to keeper for the E. E. Wentworth Cor
ment of our case, with its emphasis to face with the world of Mohammed, Millinocket where he will open a va poration, occurs this afternoon at the
on noble and altruistic ideals, needs who willed to win by Force.”
riety store. His friends here wish home of Mr. Barton in East Hodgdon.
For Sale— Horses, Some Heavy Work
They will reside at 22 Park St.
to be supplemented by a sharp remind
The invasion and enslavement of him success in his new enterprise.
horses, and well matched pairs. Sound
HOULTON BOY WON
er that this is for us a war of self-de Belgium, the murder of women and
Rev. W. H. Stead of Clinton, Mass..
and in good condition. See them at
fense In which the very soul of our children on the Lusitania, the delib has accepted a call to the First Bap- j
SCHOLARSHIP PRIZE Yerxa Farm, Foxcroft Road.
M ARY'S
nation is at stake. In addition to the erate torpedoing of hospital ships— tist Church of this town and will re*
_______________
A Houlton boy, George Richard Jul
No Glare, More Light, Conforming To
outrageous murder of American sail these things declares Secretary Lane, port here to take charge Sunday July
CLOSING EXERCISES ian, who makes his home with his the
State law in the use of the Legors and passengers, and the effort to "proclaim the gospel that government 8th. He leaves a much
The dosing exercises of the school uncle, W. H. Watts, carried off schol alite Headlight lens for automobiles.
larger
set Mexico and Japan at our throats, has no conscience,” and this doctrine church to come here, but is attract year for St. Mary’s Academy occurred arship honors in the graduation class On hand and for sale at the TIMES
“we are In this war,” says the New can not live side by side with dem ed to Houlton by its situation, and at the High School Auditorium, Mon at Westbrook Seminary last week.
Office.
For Sale—One First Class Lunch
York Herald, "because we realize ocracy.” He adds:
warmth of the people. The society is day afternoon. The Auditorium was
George quit school here a few
new, and eight stools ancL
that the despotism which se t out to
"We are fighting Germany because to be congratulated in securing a crowded by the parents and friends years ago, thinking he should be out counter,
foot-rail; also one brand new coffee
crush liberty In Europe had marked in this war feudalism is making its man of Mr. Stend’s ability and stand of the pupils participating in the earning. After working two years he urn.
Will be sold at a great bargain
this country as its next victim.” In last stand against oncoming democ ing.
most interesting program arranged. decided he needed more education and Mercier Co.
fact, Germany boasted that America racy........ Let this old spirit of evil
Each of the young ladies and gent entered Westbrook Seminary.
The recruiting party working in
would be "made to compensate it for have its way and no man will live
He stood high in classes and was Contract a.:d Carpenter Work of Alt
Aroostook, under the direction of Lieut lemen taking part did nost admirably
the costs of this war,” recalls the New in America without paying toll to it,
kinds given prompt attention.
I
and
merited
the
enthusiastic
applause
awarded the scholarship cup.
Findlay, has met with flattering suc
can atend to all orders as I hav»
ark News, and the Brooklyn Eagle for in manhood and in money. This spirit
given
them.
His graduation essay was “The plenty of men. L. F. Whittier .Mili
cess thus far.
Lieut. Findlay has
esee Germany, if victorious, smash might demand Canada from a defeat
tary St.,
tf.
An instructive and profitable ad United States’ Greatest Asset.’’
beaten all recruiting records in the
ing the Monroe Doctrine and invad ed and navyless England, and then our
His Houlton friends and associates Wanted— Laborers Wanted For Ship
State for the 2nd Maine Infantry up dress was given by Rev. P. M. Silke,
ing South America. As the Chicago dream of peace on the north would be
extend congratulations on his success. yard construction. Good pay, short
to Monday night he had sent seventy pastor of St. Mary’s Church.
Trlbuhe puts it, Americans are fight at an end. We would live, as France
hours. Apply to Civil Engineering
men
to
Augusta.
Presque
Isle
has
ing now "In order that they shall not has lived for forty years, in haunt
Depart . The Texas Steamship Co.,
furnished the largest part of this num
Bath, Maine
have to fight live or ten years from ing terror.”
ber,
the
other
towns
trailing
along
now under the worst possible influence
Wanted—To Rent a Furnished House
with small qoutas.
and conditions.” This same idea that
of seven or eight rooms for twoLIBERTY LOAN
The Houlton firemen believe in
"ours Is a war of self-defense” is remonths dur ng the summer.
Those
j The Liberty Loan of $2,000,000,000 being prepared, and they are now be
having
such,
wdll
please
notify
the
by Secretary Lane, of the intended to raise money wherewith
Thirty head Ohio horse's arrived Tuesday noon direct TIMES office.
coming
versed
in
military
tactics
interior Department, in a ringing to furnish the means to prevent the
from the horse farms.
Weight from 1400 to 1800 pounds For Sale— Farm, Village Home, Wood
statement which, declares the New Prussian autocracy from its ambiti They meet once a week and drill un
lots and timber lands Inquire Jack 
der
Edward
Keating,
a
former
Lieut
York Journal of Commerce, "ought to ous purpose to rule the world, has
each. Some of the best horses that ever came to Maine.
ins & Jackins, Real Estate Agency,
in
Co.
L.
The
fire
laddies
are
enter
be read by every American able to been a sweeping success. It has been
Hamilton & Burnham Block. Office
Also
15
head
of
acclimated
horses.
Hours, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
read It, and translated or interpre over-subscribed by millions of dol ing heartily into the spirit of the oc
casion, and are becoming quite pro
This is your chance to buy horses, as the big demand
ted to those who are not.” Speaking lars.
Bank Book No.» 10413 Issued by The
fleient in the work. They will be one
In Washington on the eve of Regis
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
for
war
horses
is
rapidly
advancing
the
price.
Exact figures are not available, but of the attractions July 4th and
ex
lost, and this notice is given as re
tration Day, the Secretary said in unofficial reports from the 12 Fed
pect
to
give
a
military
drill
for
the
quired by law, that a duplicate book
part:
eral Reserve Banks are, that the en benefit of the public.
may be issued. L. O. Ludwig Treas.
“We did not wish to fight Germany tire subscription will amount to the
224
She made the attack upon us; not on enormous sum of $2,862,000,000.
Wanted—Energetic active man to Belt
our shores, but on our ships, our lives,
It is impossible to even estimate the
Accident
and Health. Insurance. Whole
our rights, our future. For two years number of subscribers. But that it
or part time. Some established bus
and more we held to a neutrality that is a popular loan is assured.
iness. Excellent opportunity for de
While
velopment of business.
National
made us apologists for things which the returns indicate that the number
Casualty Co.. D droit. Mich.
224
outraged man’s common sense of fair of subscribers was 2,200,000 this does
play and humanity. At each new of not nearly represent the actual num
TO L E T — Up-stairs Rent of 5 Rooms
fense—the invasion of Belgium, the ber. Many banks and other concerns
on Fair Street. Chance for garden
killing of civilian Belgians, tne At made large subscriptions for the pur
Inquire of ort ir Havward or N. C.
Estabrook.
24tf
tacks on Scarborough and other de pose of disposing of ihe bonds to
fenceless towns, the laying of mine their customers and employees on
For 75 Cents You Can Purchase a
netting of 13 e£iLr'. I) W. Young strain
neutral wtttefN, th« fencing of tlie |feasy terms; but the records of the
of White Leghorns, from G. A. Wil
saas—and on and on through the j government make it appear that each
son, Spring St.
:f
months wo said: ‘This is war arch- j
these is only one subscription;
Valuable
Property
For Sale— T h e
ale, uncivilized war, but war! All th© |wjjgreas the bonds so obtained will
Alex "Wilson House an-' '.ot. Court si.,
rules have been thrown away; all no-j be dlstributed among a great many
for sale at a reasonable price. One
blllty; man has come down to t h e .people
of the best sections in town No bet
primitive brute. And while we can j Houlton ha8 always been to the
ter neighborhood. Will go to premises
at any time with parties interested.
not Justify, we will not intervene. It front jn everything of a public nature.
Oscar Wilson.
Is hot our our war.
it j s there now', with both feet, in
"Then why are we in? Because we |the nation 's crisis.
We have sent
Announcement— I W ish To Announce
could not keep out. The invasion of ■nearjy a hundred of the pink of our
that i have opened a new shop on
Military street facing Kendall Street,
Belgium which opened the war, led j y0ung manhood to the battle line and
where 1 shall continue my business
to the Invasion of the United States are going to send more.
of horse shoeing and general repair
by slow, steady, logical steps.
Our
The liberty loan call found Houl
work. Have secured the services of
sympathies evolved Into a conviction ton ready to do its part. Through
an experienced horse-shoer and will
of self-interest.
Our love of fair the various banks a grand total of
give all work prompt attention. Perley
E. Whitney.
225
play ripened into alarm at our own $374,000.00 was subscribed; an addi
To Le t— Desirable Rent on M ilitary
peril.
tional $11,000 in two subscriptions
Street
Applv to Allston Cushing
“We talked in the language and in which should be credited to Houlton,
25 tf
the spirit of good faith and sincerety, as it was made by Houlton men, but
JU ST W HAT SH E NEEDED
as honest men should talk, until we j through outside banks makes a big
When women complain of weari ness,
discovered that our talk was constru- j total of $385,550.00 for Aroostook’s
backache. dull headache and simil ar a il
ments. they accept
those
troubles as
ed as cowardice.
And Mexico was shire town.
] their lot because they are women, when
called upon to cow us. We talked | The subscriptions recorded by the
the ai l ment s may be the results of dis
as men would talk who cared alone for , banks are as follows: Houlton Trust
ordered kidneys. Mrs. Mary y . Bunker,
peace and the advancement of their Company $110,900, Houlton Savings
Mi l t on- on- t he- Hudsun, X. Y., wri tes of
Foley Ki dney 1‘ills: “J us t what I needed.*'
own material Interests, until we dis- j Bank $76,900, First National Bank
,x.]d Everywhere.
covered that we were thought to be $122,600; Farmers National Bank
a nation of mere money makers, de-1$64,150.
A D M IN ISTRA TO RS NOTICE
void Of all character—until indeed we
In the lot of subscriptions, as re- j
The subscriber hereby gives notice
wore told that we could not walk the corded, there were several of them (
tb.it he has been appointed Adminis
highways of the world without permis thousand-dollars.
:
trator of the estate of Cordelia Lane,
star of a Prussian soldie:-, that our
For the most part, however, the
late of Dyer Brook, in the County of
Aroostook, deceased, and has given
•hips might not sail without wearing subscriptions were from those who do 1
bonds as the law directs. All per
a I tripod uniform of humiliation up- not have an abundance of wealth, but
sons having demands against the es
on n. narrow path of national subserv were willing and anxious to do their
tate of said deceased are desired to
ience. We talked as men talk who bit by taking the small bonds.
present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to
hope for honest agreement, not for
The totals from the other larger
make pavment immediately.
jvar, until we found that the treaty towns of Aroostook are approximated
JOHN H LANE
to n to pieces at Liege was but the as follows: Fort Fairfield $250,000;
Island Fails. Me.. May 21. 1917.
325
symbol of a policy that made agree-. Presque Isle $175,000; Caribou $70,000.
ments worthless against a purpose
When the second call comes in the
RID OF A LINGERING COUGH
that knew no word but success.
fall, Houlton as well as Aroostook,
You can get relief from racking, h a c k 
**Jy|d so we came into this war for will be to the front again.
ing ii iighs. lrom wheezy, s-neezy b r e a t h 
ing, f r om raw, inflamed th roat and tight
ourselves. It is a war to save Amer
chest. \Y. G. Glazier .Bentonville, A rk.,
ica—to preserve self-respect, to Just
RECRUITING RALLY HERE
writes: “ I can recommend Foley’s Honey
ify ovr right to live as we have lived,
and T a r Compound. I used it for a cough
Friday evening, this week, there
not aa some one else wishes us to will be a grand recruiting rally in this
th at I had for years, and was said to
have consumption but It cured m e.” Sold
live. In the name of Freedom we town under the direction of officers
every where.
challenge with ships and men, money of the 2nd Maine Infantry.
and an undaunted spirit that word
Houlton should be on hand to
“Verboten” which Germany has writ welcome their fellow townsman, Col.
ten upon the sea and upon the land Hume, who heads this party of re
For America Is not the name of so cruiters.
Houlton is not doing its
much territory. It Is a living spirit, share in furnishing men for the Infan
horn In travail, grown in the rough try and it is hoped to arouse the
school of bitter experiences, a living town to the necessity of men.
spirit which has purpose and pride
Among those who will be writh Col.
and conscience—knows why it wish Hume are; Col. Parkhurst, Capt. Ash
es to live and to what end, knows how
worth, Sabine W. Wood of Bangor,
it comes to be respected of the world, and a bugler. The Houlton band will
j

Horses

Horses

Horses

C. H. BERRY, Houlton

CELEBRATE AT HOULTON
• J U L Y 4 th 1917 •

GRAND

STREET

PARADE of Trade

Floats, Civic Organizations, Cadets, Boy
Scouts, Calithumpians, W ork Horses

Special Gash Prizes

Music by Three Bands

EXHIBITION
by L each L a Guilian Co. of New
Y o rk , a. m. and p. m.

HORSE RAGES
$1000 in P u r s e s

Largest Field of Horses ever started
over a Maine Track on July 4th

FIREWORKS!

SARSAPARILLA—
.PEPSIN, NUX AND IRON
Ihe combination of Hood’s Sarsa
parilla and Peptiron Pills is one of
UN happiest because one of the most
effective and economical ever made
in medical treatment. These two
medicines, one taken before eating
and the other after, work together,
eaek ropplamsatiog the other. They
giy* a four-fold result in blood
sing and nerve-building, and
the Unset course of medicine,
i of jour druggist today.

furnish music for the rally.
There will be speeches by these
men who are thoroughly versed in the
trouble facing the nation at this
time. Come and hear at first hand,
the needs of OUr Country now!
The speeches will probably be from
the band stand in Monument park, if
not, follow the band and you will be
led to the spot.
All out for Col. Hume.
Mr. Wilford Hardy of Amity, came
into Houlton, Tuesday, bringing two
loads of potatoes and a load of wood,
behind a traction engine.

Grandest Display Ever
Shown in Eastern Maine

CASH PRIZES W ILL BE PAID AS FOLLOWS :
Best Float, $16, $10, $6
Calithumpian, $10, $8, $5, $2
Best Decorated Auto in Parade $16, $10, $6
$10 for Best Representation of Fraternal Organization

ADMISSION TO PARK
Adults to Park 60c
Children under 12 years old 25c
Carriages and Autos Free
Evening Admission 25c
Don’t Forg-et Our Circuit Races to be held on Ju iy 11th sind 12th,

Reduced Party Rates All Points on C. P.. R., St B. A. R.
N. TOMPKINS, Pres.

A. J. SAUNDERS, Sec.

<

“ The Car of
Xo Regrets

Abner W. McGary
Distributor for Southern Half
of Aroostook

HOULTON TIM ES ,

W ED N ESD A Y, JU N E 20, 1917

Miss Helen Buzzell has returned
home from Washington. D. C., where
she is instructor in the National
Frank
E.
School of Domestic Arts and Science, > Former congressman
Guernsey has announced hih candid
for the summer.
Advtg.
acy for U. S. Senator to succeed con
gressman Fernald, whose term ex
New Waists at the Gift Shop.
j Everyone is coming to Houlton, on
pires in 1919.
Lobsters are received alive at the July 4 to celebrate.
On Monday, Governor Milliken ap
Senator Bert M. Fernald has anRiley Brothers Fish Market.
j Warren E. Cobb of Caribou was in pointed Justice Leslie Cornish. Chief
A saife of muslin underwear at Mrs. j Houlton, Thursday.
Justice f the S. J. Court and Hon. i nouneed that he will be a candidate
Reynolds’ Gift Shop, this week.
J Perfect fit Spectacles at Osgood's A. M. (.tear, Justice of the S. J. to succeed himself
Well those are some horses C. H. $1-00. Why pay more.
|Court.
Berry has just received, better see | A son was born to Mrs. Wilford j These appointments were due to
them.
|Hardy, Sunday.
J the death of Chief Justice A. R. Sav The Junior Class of R. C. I.. held
Mrs. Walter Hess, Cambridge, is J Osgood re-makes your Jewelry the
their annual Prize Speaking at the
age, who died last week.
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. j same day. Prices ar right too.
j
Baptist Church on Monday evening,
Sergt. Keith of Co. L, spent Sunday
G. W. Richards.
*
a good number being in attendance.
Houlton’s $7,000 Chemical Fire En at his home in this town.
There were eight speakers, all of
When thirsty drink Maple Spring
gine and Truck will appear in the Big
who reflected much credit on the in
water. Refreshing and beneficial to
Governor Milliken, Saturday, ap structors, as well as those taking part.
Parade July 4th.
pointed executive boards to work un
Mrs. H. E. Ring of Auburn is in health.
The girls first prize was awarded
Sheriff Charles E. Dunn is reported der the provisions of the selective
town visiting her parents, Mr. and
to Miss Eunice Westin, second Miss
seriously ill at his home on Military draft law'. The following are the ap Helen Wessell, Boys, first to Clar
Mrs. John Cosseboom.
pointments for Aroostook County:
Buy your Texaco Gasoline of James street.
Z S T Z 2 T I t * ' " J . ” ,u .w Courtot in "The Kies” a novel photo- Peabody, use the best gasoline for Anyone wanting soft wood, can get First District: Charles F. Daggett ence Ellis, second to Asa Adams.
tlon of ooourlng position#, But How to play romance, in which the gentle
it by telephoning Robt. T. Peabody, of Presque Isle, chairman; W. C. Don
your automobile—Texaco.
gprt onough to qualify to moot the ov- i art of osculation plays a prominent
Begin to make your plans to Cel 809-14.
nell, Houlton, Dr. F. H. Jackson, Houl
The following statement was issued
Miss Hazel Whitney, a junior at ton; Second District: Herbert W.
’• T t o 'j C r t » mM«rlotle to <*• your P»«. and lea<>s
end ot humor' ebrate at Houlton, July 4. Will tell
-“bit” In an ©flics and “koop th# ous situations.
Colby, arrived home, Thursday, for Trafton, Fort Fairfield; Patrick Ther Saturday noon by the automobile bur
you all about it later.
whoola moving” ao It I# to bo on tho
Saturday, June 23, the Universal
Mrs. Edward Fortier and daughter, the summer.
iault, Grand Isle; Dr. W. E. Sincock, eau of the Department of State.
firing lino or In tho hospital.
offers Kingsley Benedict in the third
Total registrations and licenses to
Fresh
Haddock,
Cod,
Halibut,
and
Muriel, went to Presque Isle, Tues
Caribou.
This la an unuaual opportunity to
June 17, 1916.
Salmon fresh every day at Riley’s
onliat to aorvo your country and your adventure of Yorke Norrey in the day, to visit relatives.
Registrations
boot Interests at tho same timo. Bond “Perils of the Secret Service” this
21,042
No long waits at Osgood’s. We do market
today for enrollment blanks, as our is a complete story in itself and this
Licenses
26,706
Col.
F.
M.
Hume,
Commander
of
v
seating capacity la limited.
series is proving a popular drawing the work Here.
Trucks
1,547
the
2nd
Maine
Infantry,
,
isited
his
Of all the horses that ever •ame to
John Q. Adams of this town was
•O. A. HODGINi, Prin., HOULTON, ME card every Saturday. In addition to
Dealers
290
family
in
this
town
Thursday,
the above, other films including both Aroostook, C. H. Berry's last carload but take it to Huggard Brothers. elected Commander of the department, Motorcycles
884
is t e best ever. See them.
of Maine G. A. R., at the annual encomedy and drama will be offered
31
to attended tc eam mi nt held in Portland last week.* Motorcycle dealers
Pi s. Dickinson, Putnam and Jaok- where they will
Total registrations and licenses to
Monday, June 25, will be shown the
promptly.
scu attended the meeting of
the
M • Adams has long been identified
eleventh chapter of “Patria” starring
Dr. R. E. Libby went to licnmond. with . ne G. A. R., and A. P. Russell June 17, 1917.
Maine Medical Society in Portland
27,947
Mrs. Vernon Castle, this popular ser
Wednesday, to visit a few days at " k post, and is amply qualified for the Registrations
last week.
Licenses
ial grows more thrilling with each
36,074
former
home.
Why buy machine made Wedding |
duties of this office, which shows the Dealers
succeeding chapter, plenty of excit
381
Rings when Hand Made Rings cost j When the rains wash refuse into high esteem in which he is held by
Motorcycles
ing situations are pictured in each
1,042
the
local
water
supply,
Drink
Maple
no more at Osgood’s.
j
his comrades all over the state.
Motorcycle Dealers
21
episode.
Gardner Chapin, one of Ft. Fair- j Spring Water.
The TIMES extends to him sincere
Total receipts to June 17, 1916,
“Atta Boys Last Race” the Triangle field’s w'ell known potato dealers, was | Miss Margaret Putnam has return congratulations upon the honor be
$271,340.25
offering for Tuesday, June 20th, is a in Houlton, Thursday, on a business ! ed home from Colby College for the stowed.
Total receipts to June 17. 1917,
summer
vacation.
rushing, exciting r.vcing picture, and trip.
J
$373,394.00
its expectations are more than lived
The Classified columns of the I For all kinds of house painting and
up to. Theres, the peppy little jock TIMEijj* are very productive when t paper hanging, telephone Joseph W.
ey, the sweetheart who hated racing Help is wanted, articles lost or found |Conlogue, 114-3.
Dr. and Mrs. Mann returned from
and the villain. Then there is a real agents wanted, small sale ads, or
Portland Wednesday, accompained by
horse race that makes the boy's for anything else.
Four hundred people employed and
tune, its a play that you should see
carrying over two hundred foreign
Carl Gray, Guy and Alton Carroll their daughter Dorothy.
On and after Saturday, May, 4 the
and domestic animals, is the state
Then, too, there is a rolicking Key have joined the dispensary depart
Banks
will
close
for
the
day
at
noon,
ment made by tho agent for the
stone comedy to wind up an enjoy ment being gathered at Portland for
during
tfc.e
summer.
Sparks shows, who was in town last
able entertainment.
war service. They left here Thurs
Miss Catherine Cary has returned
Thursday making arrangements for
day to join their Company.
home from Dana Hall School for the
the appearance of this big circus here
Carl Gray returned home from Pcrt- summer vacation.
on Friday, July 13.
j land last week, having been accepted
Regular meeting Houlton Lodge
The strange colony of people, hand
Cleaning:
j by Dr. Cousens for the Pharmaceu- N. E. O. P.. on Friday evening at which
some horses, rare wild animals and
The
follow*
lg
are
the
last
to
re
i tieal department, which he has been every member is requested to be pres
P ressing
the golden caravan* are scheduled to
ceive certificates in the Palmer Pen- raising.
On account of dependent ent.
arrive here during the early hours of
Repairing:
manshlp method
at St.
Mary’s i relatives he wn8 discharged
The Memorial service. Fidelity
the morning of flu1 date mentioned
Academy in this town.
Christian Science Services are held Chapter, O, E. S., ha- been postponed
above
in their own special trains from
There’s something for you to
FINAL CERTIFICATES
each Sunday at 11 a. m., Sincock hall. one week, on account of the Red Cross
I
Bresque
Isle, where they will exhibit
Grade VIII: Mildred Moore, Hugh June 17th, subject: “God the Preser
gain by doing so.
campaign.
1 the day before
Burns, Philip Maloney.
ver of Man." On the first Wednesday
j Circus day will begin with a big
V” : HeRn Donnelly, Aud evening of each month at 7.30 p. m., .The well-known lrving-I’itt Loose
Unexcelled Service with our
|street parade at Rem a . M., and two
rey Riley, Kathleen McCluskey, Phyl a Testimonial meeting is held. All Leaf Binders, Ring Binders, Price
I
performances will be given, the first
Books,
etc.,
can
be
obtained
at
the
lis Russell.
are welcome.
HOFF-MANN
starnuc at 2 o'clock and the other at
TIMES
office.
Grade VI: Roselle Somerville.
;S o'clock.
Christian Science Services are held
S a n ita r y
William Doyle, local manager for F.
Progress Pin., Grade VI; Clare
each Sunday at 11 a. m., Sincoc k had. W. Wonlworth Company, was eon lined
i The ground- kno.vn as the Court
Hogan.
C le a n e r
June 24th. subject: “fs (lie Universe,
i Street Circus Grounds have been arto the house a few days la -1 week by
Improvement Certificate to Grade
Including Man, Evolved by Atomic illness.
I ranged for, by the agent, and a num
VII: Donald McCluskey.
Force?” On the first Wednesday ev
ber of our merchants will receive con
The Rent Receipt Books made at
PALMER BUTTONS
j ening of each month a.t 7.20, a Testi
Albert R. Savage, Chief Justice of tracts to furnish immense quantities
Grade VI: Beatrice Mooers.
' 1monial meeting is held. All are wel the TIMES office contains a receipt,
of feed stuff for both man and beast,
Frisbie Block
and notice to quit-.. Call and see them the Supreme Court of Maine .-in< e ; 'i’lie Sparks World Famous Shows
Grade V: Olive Russell.
come.
Don’t bother to oil your Harness 1913 and an Associate Justice since have been successfully established for
Grade IV: Margaret Fitzpatick.
Houlton’s recently purchased auto
1S97. died suddenly of apoplexy at
William Buzzell. soil of Mr. and
mobile combination chemical engine
9.3o Thursday at bis home in Auburn I the past twenty-seven years and have
force pump and hose carriage, arrived Mrs. W. F. Buzzell. left here Thurs Justice Savage had eaten breakfast a reputation second to none for their
Friday. A mechanic from the factory day. for Cor’ land where he joins an and seemed in excellent health and : high c l a s s exhibitions presented and
arrived Monday, to put the machine ambulance unit for over seas duty.
spirits, l b 1 -topped into the
bath jtlie honest manner they have of deal
Ora Gilpatriek, the well known prn- room and his prolonged
in Tunning order, and, also, instruct
absence ing with the public, no gambling or
the Houlton firemen in its workings. gre ssive l-1armor, Ba nkor and all round alarmed members of his fan tily. Dr. (grafting being tolerated or carried
This valuable addit ion to Houlton’s bus iness 1nar. has employed a rn it D. 11. Burrell a next door neighbor jwifh these shows.
at was summoned when Justice Savage
fire fighting equipment puts us second of 2f> boj s at his stock f;trm
FOR THROAT AND LUNGS
to none in Maine, h y the use of this Dai’idson, and they common cod work was discovered but. he slat ed that
ST U B B O R N COUGHS AN D CO LBS
tales* machine, the firemen will be last week. These 1<oys have been at death had been prat tieally in-tanState
prepur
Winthrop
the
camp
in
able to render assist ance, when needta neons.
ing for thi s work
ed, in the farming sections .
Chief Justice Savage's remo val from
the scenes of this life in the very
zenith of his mental powers occasions
the most sincere regrets on the part S O L D B Y A L L L E A D I N G D R U G G I S T *
of the Maine bench as well as
the
--------- Keep in your home--------Aroostook bar. In a score of years as
S T O P P E D H 13 B A C K A C H E
a member of the court of highest re George Lawrence, railroad fireman, K ittrell, Miss., writes: “ I use'1 three bottles
sort in this State, he has won a high of Foley's Kidney Pills when I was so
place in the list of men who have ad sick I hardly could stay or. the engine,
--------- In ease of Kmeroeticv ---------ded luster to the attainments of pro and they cured me. My back ached all
found students and the constitution the time; kidneys acted sluggish; dull
headache; felt sleepy ah the time; n e r
He had hosts of friends all over the vous; had to rise many times each night.”
State who will feel deeply their loss Sold everywhere
At all Dealers in Medicines, 25 cents
j

AT THE DREAM

Eltr Guiou, graduated from the U ;
The new feature policy recently* ao f m ., last week, was in Houlton
abort time last week. Mr. Guiou ex- dopted by the management of this
pecta to Join an engineering force in tjieatre, has proved remarkably suc*he Canadian Northwest next fall.
j ces8ful> judging by the large attendMrs. S. Friedman went to Boston. ance at each performance, many and
Thursday, where she spent a few days favorable are the comments heard on
with her mother and son
Lee, who alI sldes regarding the splendid athad a few days leave from his duties factions now being offered
In the navy being stationed at Ports
For Wednesday, of this week, the
Lasky-Paramount Co., offers the not
mouth.
ed star, Fannie Ward, who scored a
sensation by her acting in The Cheat
in a role of tense, dramatic quality
in “Witchcraft” the Columbia Univer
sity prize story.
Thursday, Triangle—Kay Bee, pre
sents Louise Glaum in “Somewhere
in France” a thrilling story of a girl
who becomes a spy through sheer
love of adventure and romance.
JIM STENOGRAPHERS Friday,
_
_
_ June 22, Daniel Frohman
W ll,i, for govornmont pooltiono.ond pre8ent8 Owen Moore and Marguerite

CANDIDATES FOR
U. S. SENATOR

OF L OC AL I N T E R E S T

APPOINTED TO THE BENCH

JUNIGR PRIZE SPEAKING

GOVERNOR APPOINTS
DRAFT BOARD

AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATIONS

HOULTON MAN HEADS
STATE G. A. R.

CHIEF JUSTICE SAVAGE

Test the Three
Branches ot Our
Business

ONLY CIRCUS TO VISIT
MAINE THIS SEASON

PALMER WRITING
HONOR LIST

W . B. Drysdale

Potato Fertilizer

The late arrival of Materi
als permits us to offer for sale
a limited quantity of Fertilizer
Prompt deliveries can be
made.
International Agricultural Corporation

Buffalo Fertilizer W orks
Houlton, Maine

E c k m a n 's
Alterative

HOW TO SA V E MONEY

Ballard’s Golden Medicines
OILS, PILLS, HEADACHE TABLETS, SALVE

T he Boston G a rm e n t Shop
------- offers the Ladies of Houlton splendid values i n ...........

Skirts in white and col
ors, all n ew m o d e l s ,
white Gaberdeen and Pi
32very Garment shown in the Department is the Latest Style
que Skirts 98c, $ 1 . 5 0 ,
$1.98, $2.48.
Stripe and figured Sport
Rain Coats
A Splendid Line ot
Over One Hundred
Skirts $1.50 to $7.60.
New York’s Latest Suits
All New Merchandise White Dresses in Net, Dresses and. Sport Suits Skirts in Plain Colors,
$9.76 to $22.50, n e w
Serge, Gaberdeen, Pop
$2.95 to $15.00
Voile, Organdie
Now on Sale
shades, n e w s t y l e s .
lin, $2.75 to $7.60
Save $1 to $5 on your
Silk Skirts $4.75, $6.00,
Coat or Suit at this store Dresses 75c to $ 1 7 .5 0 —Save 2 5 c to $ 5 .0 0 on Your New Dress $7.50.
New York’s Latest in
Coats, $7.50, $9.75, $12.60, $15.00 and a fe w
Coats, value $25.00 and
$27.60
at $19.60

C oats, Suits, D resses, Sk irts, W aists

Ths Boston Garment Shop opened March 31,1917, over Houlton Meat Supply—Conducted under a very small expense, offering
--------- ---- --------------------New Garments under Regular Prices
-------------------

Come to Our Big Summer Sale Commencing Saturday morning of this week
rw -*
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cable,
as setting precedents which the corrupt official. And there were
ought not to be established.
It is thousands of “bounty jumpers'not desirable that the inclination of men who enlisted af»?r getting the
men of wealth to use their fortunes j bounty, deserted from the
service
in such manner should be estopped by and then went to some distant town
taxation deliberately planned to des- and repeated the same performance
poll them, and out of all proportion to under another name. If things got
that levied upon the rest of the com too hot for the bounty jumper he
munity. Their money is bound to go found refuge in Canada.
All these practices and the others,
a public use in any event, and there
may be great public gains in allowing equally shady or worse, that might
them to act upon their own initia be cited do not detract from the
valor and sacrifices of the boys in
tive in placing it.
blue vho kept the stars in the flag.
Their recital is, however, a page of
~NEW BOOKS
civil war history that we gain noth
Stranded in Arcady
ing
by ignoring, and they give
us
Although this new tale of Mr. Lynde's
faith
to
believe
that
the
country
is
is to a certain exteut merely a varia
doing
business
on
a
higher
level
than
tion on the familiar castaway upon a
desert island theme, it is a distinct it did a century ago.

THIS WEEK IS
RED CROSS WEEK

The need for bandages, compres
ses, surgical dressings and other sup
plies for the armies of the Allies is
Attributes of tins National Investment Organization
so great that it can scarcely be com
8
prehended.
The Red Cross work
i.JlUnusual resources and facilities
PROGRESS THE
rooms in Houlton are open to all the
*
■- Close affiliation with the world’s investment
ESSENTIAL THING
women.
If you can sew on
the
markets
It is natural to think of existing
machine you can make surgical coats,
conditions as* fixed and permanent,
and other garments. In any case,
3. Range and diversification of offerings
that there is only a routine of work
you can make bandages or fold com
4 - Excellent, local service from well equipped
to be followed, and that the principal
presses. Our American wounded will
branch offi ces in all important
nvestinent
problem is that of dividing up the
soon need our aid. We have been
centers
current production. That is the out
hearing much during the last three
look and scope of view of those who
years of preparedness. Let it rot be
List of Foreign Government and United States Government*
complain of the present order. But
too late to make up for our indolence.
Municipal, Railroad, Industrial, and Public Utility Bonds, sent
society does not stand still. It is
If you are a woman, your place is at
on request for Circular H. T. 59
constantly changing and improving
the Red Cross work rooms.
Many
the methods of industry. Managing
tired business girls are giving their
a railroad is more than handling the ly novel variation. For the desert
evenings to this humane work. Can
traffic that is offered from day to day; island is not at all, but a remote and GIVE MOTHER A VACATION not the women with more leisure
Is mother to have a vacation this
it includes constantly re building and an entirely wild part of the Canadian
find more time to help?
OF BOSTON
Summer?
reequipping it into a better railroad, woodlands.
And the castaways—
Perhaps it's a little early to men
and that is the principal reason why man snd girl, of course—are cast
10 S ta te S tr e e t
■
T-ic Here Ages Ago.
the government ownership of
rail away from a hind of ship scarcely so tion such a thing, but a n y time is the
•
or
cm
sec
of
Chinese1
*
New
York
Office
right
time
to
prepare
for
a
letup
for
roads Is undesirable.
much as dreamed of in the days of
j
National City Bank Building
■ . : !e >i■v,[; 1(js of yea
B o sto n
relief
The most Important work for each our old friend, Robinson
Crusoe; those who do not know the
■
*
d.-uM
in
the
lninib
$
generation is that carrying society nothing less, In fact, than a ship of Iobtained in repose or in relaxation's
m TO artifacts or j
forward, making its own additions to the air. A pair of greatly surprised assuaging release.
esc characteristics arc so
Mother never thinks of a vacation—the sum of inherited knowledge and mortals were these two; the last re
in admit of no doubt in
giving to its successors something collections of both were of Quebec on for herself. She is happy, because
ct ioti. Aucirnt < iiinoso charmore than it received. This is ac a pleasant evening, and neither had she thinks less of her own strength
!ia \o been t ou nd ca r\ :•<! or
complished in the manner Illustrated the very faintest idea as to how or and more of the comfort of others.
i:p>>n prehistoric objects
d from beneath tbe buried
above, and by using the savings of why they happened to awaken to find That’s quite an idea, young people.
':111 Juan Tcotihuacun. adjaone achievement for the development themselves on the shores of a lake, You, too, could gain happiness through
o ' almy of Mext'-o, while as
of another. There must be savings, though the man presently evolved a service, through ministering to the -•er:
i,ii'iilolb.. the noted traveler
i
‘n
comfort
of
others.
profits, accumulations, in order that sort of working hypothesis.
Both,
II
V
lia* shown, in his in
a
nd
Mother
always
could
do
a
day's
there may be progress, and the great moreover, were city bred, and knew
t e n s c l y 1 n it >re ting work, “Unknown
work
plus
a
scor°
of
chores
that
sh“
er they are the more rapid the pro practically nothing about woodcraft;
Me\M-i< some d' t h e aboriginal tribes
gress will be. The conspicuous for he was a writer of stories, she a couldn’t crowd into the period that
of tbe romott Si err, Madre have a
tunes of the day, whieh it is com teacher of domestic science. Fortu men call their working hour Moth- j Illli"! I ‘markable vocabulary of ('hi
Prices for food stuffs are high and may go high
mon to say should have ben distri nately, they were both plucky and both er is a busy woman and can't plan a 11e>11 w nds or their very evident eorVacation
for
herself.
So
here's
a
tip
1
buted in the making or should be re cheerful, and they proceeded to make
er before a drop is noticeable. It is advisable to con| rupt inn • and ‘-arrying the same mean
duced or curtailed by taxation, are the very best they could of their well- to the family:
ing '.vim them as with tli<' mat ifest
ser\e The supplies as much as possible by avoiding
Pick out a place where mother can originators.
productively employed in ways per nigh inexplicable predicament.
w
as to. If
manently beneficial to the humblest
u have not been saving in the past,
Stranded in Arcady. By Francis have rest and quiet, and make her go.
members of the community and their Lynde.
now is tin
Illustrated. Charles Scrib Let her eat the cooking of some oth- I
ne to begin. Start an account with
er kichen, The family may and eon jI GOOD F O R T H E L I T T L E O N E S
children after them.
ner’s Sons. $1.35 net.
!
E \ c r y y e a r ; C'-s a big i n c r e a s e ,n t h e
shift for itself for awhile
This whole country has been sud
| d em a n d U r F o l e y 's H o n e y and T a r C o m 
denly aroused to the importance of |
pound for co u g h s , cold s a n d croup.
J. A.
4 Per Cent. Interest Paid on Savings A ccounts.
WONDERFUL—IS
HOW
THIS
hav %
abundant yield of farm pro
It is a great convenience to get P a r k e r , L u n d g r e n , l a , w r i t e s : *T g a v ? m y
BANGOR MAN DESCRIBES IT Typewriter Ribbons at the TIMES j . bildrci! ag ed two and fo u r y e a r s , F o l e y ’s
ducts this year. It is interested in
Hirn-v and T a r f o r s e v e r e co lds, w hich
the output of ev^ry farm, no matter
office and save the bother of sencU'*jr 1 gave
.. .
a!, n- . t immediate
relief. I a lso
A,
L.
DeWitt,
of.
Ohio
Street
G
ives
away for them.
Ribbons for all j took same with good results."
who owns it, W© deplore the loss of
Sold
the Reasons for file Statement
makes of machines.
tha wheat crpp in Kansas, although
I Every where.
we ewnwjo land In Kansas. We qn“It's the most wonderful thing I
ddrst^’td that the wheat crop of the have ever taken/' gladly declared A.
k
worW Is a common fund, an*
the j L. p^witt of Ohio street, Bangor,
We Recommend to investors
yield
of every locality affects the |when he was asked 2 hoiU Tanlac in
INSTANT ACTION
p ile* of wheat everywhere.
Land the caldwel! Sweet drug store
NOTICE OF FO R EC LO SU R E
ownership cuts no figure in the price
And thousands of Maine people say
S U R P R IS E S MANY H ER E
I Whereas Levee Devou and Mary
Of wheat except as it affects the p ro -,jUgt the same thing. Mr. DeWitt’a
|Ann Dubay, of the Town of Eagle
ist Mtg. 5 Per Cent Cold Bonds
This grocer's story -surprises local ! Lake, county of Arooetook and State
daction of wheat, and the judgment j fun statement shows just whj he calls
people: “I had a bad stomach troub of Maine, by their mortgage deed
Due Serially
of the world up to this time is that this new Master Medicine wonderful.
le All food seemed to sour and form |dated May 3d. 1912, and recorded in
gas. Was always constipated. Noth the Northern District of Aroostook
prb^ucMon of wheat is best pro
“I wds a sufferer from indigestion
ing helped until I tried buckthorn County Registry of Deeds, Vol. 72.
Security— Absolute First Mortgages on improved Real F te
moted by private ownership in land. just like so many people I know are/’
bark, gleerine, etc , as mixed in Ad- Page 172, conveyed to me the under
located entirely within the State o( Maine.
Thd sQffie rule applies to the owner this Bangor man explained. “Right
lor-i-ka. ONE SPOONFUL astonish signed. a certain parcel of real estate
Iixempt from all State arid Local Taxes and the N ot t ;
ed me. with it's INSTANT ACTION.’’ situate in the town of Eagle Lake,
ship of capital in other forms and to after eating'my distress would begin.
Federal Income Tax is paid at the source
Bmaieu- Adler-i-ka flu she- the EN and described as follows, to wit: —
the production of other commodities. My food would not digest. Instead
TIRE alimentary tract
it relieves The north part of lot numbered
Society's first interest is in efficient it would sour and ferment and do me
P r ic e 100 an d I n te r e s t
ANY CASE of constipation, soui mm Eighteen (l'-e also lot numbered Sixproduction, and in the distribution of harm instead of good. This contli
ach 01 ca-'- and prevent.'1 appendicitis. tv "An in th sci.end tier ot lots west
T o y i e l d 5 P e r C e n t.
It has QUICKEST action of anything of the high wav mad. Being the same
ownership chiefly as it affects pro tion made me nervous and soon 1 be
we ever sold. O. F French X- Son. premises as conveyed to Levite Deduction. As capital is accumulated, gan to have sleepless nights and the
Drugui r iloulfon, Maine.
M
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i>\ deed ,,f Maximo Dubay et als
the methods of production improved next thing 1 knew I was feeling all
April i.-t, ‘ 912. and leccrcled in
and production increased it is inevi run down.
n A N G O R , M A I N F. .
Vo] c,!p ! ’;u;,
Northern District
table that there will be a broad eleva | “ When I was feeling thi;< way Tail
('f A: oo-.to'ik ip-'-mfry of Deeds. And.
POLL TAXES
w'mr'ejts 1iic con i:rt o i l o f said mort
tion of the economic level upon which 1lac was so strongly reeommende d u
aval !< gage ha - ! “cn Diokon. Now therefore
society lives, and tha. all men will
iecided to give it a I rial
;■v p a sou
breach of the oondipan
have a better opportunity to share in Now 1
eat anyti ling withoui die
Uon-' ’ hereof, i Mam; a foreclosure of
the ownership of productive property. tree a. My food dige; ts am ! give, - me
said mortgage.
The Problem of Taxation
J u n e 1 ~ 1 . D a l 7.
the siren h I need and 1 don't have
If this reasoning is correct the com any more sleepless nig his 1)o you
•It FELIX G S i B01$,
munity should beware how it seizes wonder whyy i say T anlac is wo: uier
a 7 ;rnov, J. M. Brewn
for current use upon the capital which lui?"
is
certainly destined for the in
Tanlac i s being >m
illy i n 1 nv
dustrial fund. To a very great e.\- j duoed in he Hathe\vay Dnig ZDontent, it must be done, but it is not to j jn Moulton.
be done in the spirit of eager con- j --------------■■a. ip ■lai
'Ult'- only G F R T A d X w:iv i i f uro
flseatioo with -which in some quarters
AS. IT WAS m 1863
.ou oar
art nf v h a ;
anti in d epen d oeoe
m sa t
it is advocated at the present time. I In menj v ays the ‘- deceive draft,
s
a
r
A
i.'au
k
A
venuei
!rd
'"
’
partt'd
It would be folly to seize it upon the j for which. the registration of Jane 5
TdHiV aiui sai'e'lv.
theory that the public is really ac |is the firs step, will differ from the
L i p u re h a sitj^ sec\m ties th e y o ile r th e to
quiring anything at the expense of j draft of 180? by whieh Linen in rais d
la vo ()’! OfU
l »t. ! •!’ (- re sue hi as t,■
the rich owner*, for under no conceiv 1 the armies that, checked the rising
) w a rra n t conifaience
able circumstances will the taxation j tide of rebellion and saved the Union
et:<i to asoif<.* n il pr si L ie proti■Hdion.
Bank with us.
encroach upon the portion of his in |That earlier draft was a relatively
K tY ic m d '-su.’ ;:
Hv'eou'iiunts.
come which is devoted to his own j simple affair, though tire draft riots
lurri
have
been
4
per
c
e
n
t
per
Dividends
cl
the
rate
of
support. Inded, the common argu in New York, in which a thousand
s i•anker.-? e x a m in e
Leu-i-'. In vcye. Yment for the seizing of large incomes |
paid
for
the
past
eight
years.
j men were killed, and some of
the
< *i d. i lie
With tin- n k i : >■ 4 1 f ■1 i 10 ; ,1 ,’t pi ■
is that it will involve no sacrifice to local political scandals that grew up
1i ie fi 11. u 1e } ro s.
present : u e ilt ii ut 0.
the owners. This is true; the sacri roans! the draft vere anvthing :d
fice is from a fund destined to public ; simp] p ,
s Wjii.JS* -• < ri I'e -1
srm i
|',' cN •>: <•>r}>■
use, and at the expense of society as ! “A! 1 aba . j,' Hi!'
men
.I.'l'il
1lie v ) e* on 'D o m l 1 invent m e iii.
a whole in the future.
W'(ini: s , i >j and
ilia: !■
There is one kind of taxation which i n i!: ■nrv. Lve town an eit> •' dk
la undoubtedly worse than that which; in ea r-n inVi, 1 st
f* was called upon
would reduce the fund available for j to i'Un.wh a nu /■: of men. deter
investment. This is taxation which ’ mine' 1 a: t 1:>rdUK' o is- popuk
i"H. *f
would actually deprive people of the ! emm.L'h nu■n in a comm unity
cam '
Sh aw m u t B an k building. B oston
common necessaries and comforts, forward as vTdun •
’C'ts to Id! ’ is «piot a
D ET R O IT
’OW
E
Cli A G O
PH ILA D ELPH IA
K.
and Impair tbe health and efilci nev ; Of : hat p.i -tu ■\ihn municipal unit, no
WJ1 •n P. Bortnght A Cc.
Bonfcrigtit &
of the population. This country does ' draft A,US h- Ui then
PARIS
if the quota
LONDON
not require or desire taxation of tl is had not been filled by volunteers the.
|
slaic.Gd P, Marsh, Representitiv*•, Kb* Coder Street, Bangor
kind, aed there is little danger thati names of male residents between
it will be Imposed But between the j 20 and 47 were put in a hat or box
funds which are needed for neces ! arid the required mini her were drawn
saries and the funds which are dost- jout. But tbe men thus drawn for
ined for industrial use there Is
a ! service had avenues of escape not
groat flow of expenditures which may j open m this year of grace.
There
he tapped with the minimum effect was the chance to hire a substitute,
upon the country. There is no neces for example—-an indefensible dis
sity for extreme or revolutionary crimination in favor of men of means.
taxation. All classes are able to The cost of substitutes varied from
make some contribution and it is de a hundred dollars to a thousand nr
sirable that the taxation shall be met more. It may readily be accepted
show this graphically
----- -— — S H IN P O N D ~— »— - — ■
to an Important degree by reason- j <jia£ the substitutes were not the
we have ruled off one
able economies, so that the capital (best material for soldier? and that
Right in the heart of the Fishing Country.
unit irs the accompanying
resources of the country will not he jmany men who hired them lived to
illustration.
diminished and that after the war the [regret that they had not gone to the
losses of industrial capital will b o jfront themselves, especially if they
Count ihe number of squares
Excellent Trout and Land-locked Salmon ilsh-ng in
made goon. The manner of taxation ! entured into politics This did not
01? the raised part of the tread*
lakes rarelv ever fished by others than Cam;# Guests.
•S more important than the
haste however, prevent Grover Cleveland's
They total over 54 whole
with which it is imposed.
Taxes ; election to the presidency,
the excellence of
F A IR V IE W C A M P S are fame
squareR or 1»»>■/ than threewhich bear upon luxuries may be ad j Then there was the chance to bribe
tion
a 3 service actheir
Equipment
and
for
the
fourths o f the entire surface that
vantageously maintained after tne
medical examiner—and the tracorded their G. nests.
is ruled off.
war, and the country can better ^f-jditions make it obvious that
the
ford to spread the taxation over a 1 standards of honor among examining
The large, fiat wearing sur
places for parties
S E P A R A T E C A B IN S w ith open j
longer period than to heap it up e x -jsurgeons hav0 rii.en mu„b Jn half /,
face©! the Michclin Universal
who
desire
die
p
r.vaey
of
honm.
cesslvely during a few years.
century.
The bounty , ystem wa,
m eans increased m ileage.
We have referred only to the in-[also subject to gross abuses.
The
S P E C IA L IN D U C E M E N T S to week-end p artie s.
Once you try Michdustrial investment of large incomes, states and towns offered bounties.
Rates $ ".o 0 per day.
but there are other applications with often as high as $5eo or more, to
tdins you will use no
which the public is familiar, which, men who would volunteer in order
other. They give the
YizTe :
* the- U'p-d and fagged-out m an or w om an, no te twhile classed as benevolent, are scarce that the local quota might be filled.
utmost tire economy.
nlace in M aine can be found.
ly less constructive and of no
less To these bounties were sometimes
public value The men of large in added
others from privately sub
Telephone Connection from all points,
‘ucsts met.
comes are usually men gifted with scribed funds. How often it happen
at
the
main
traveled
road
bv
motor
boa*
vision and ability to use money in ed that a man who found himself
many ways so that far reaerdng bene drafted arranged with the town of
fits ccvrue to the public - Sr.ch plans ficial in charge of the draft to have
and enterprises are outside the scope him go on record as a volunteer of
H O T JX T 0N
P. 0 „ PA TTEN , ME.
FO W LER , Prop.
0 $ governmental efforts, wl ere
the a day <v two earlier. Thus he got
ot public iunds may be irapracti- the bounty, which he shared with
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